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INSIDE
•H1CKMAN, Ky. (AP) —
Bulldozers and other earth
moving equipment have temporarily replaced plows as farmers build dikes and levees
they hope will protect them
from the rain-swollen Mississippi River when floodwaters
arrive. Page 2
*Mark Twain will take a
break from his travels on the
Mississippi River to speak at
the Playhouse in the Park July
30 and 31 at 8 p.m.
Maybe it's not Mark Twain,
but Murray's own Robert Valentine. Page 5
*MONTREAL (AP) — The
odds were stacked against former Murray State pitcher Kirk
Rueter, but the Montreal
Expos' pitcher beat them and
the San Francisco Giants 3-0
Wednesday night in an outstanding major-league debut.
Page 8
•NEW YORK (AP) —
Change is the name of the
game when it comes to the
1993 All-Stars.
Ozzie Smith's out and Barry
Larkin's in. It's so long to
.J3enito Santiago and hello to
Darren Daulton. Page 8

FORECAST
Ton4ht, mostly clear and muggy ,with the low near 75. South
wind 5 mph. Friday, mostly sunny, hot and humid. High near
95.

LAKE LEVELS
KENTUCKY — 84'
358.6, -0.3; below 309.5, +1.1
BARKLEY — 85'
358.6, -0.3; below 310.6, +1.3
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MISS YOUR PAPER?
Subscribers who have not
received their home-delivered
copy of the Murray Ledger &
Times by 5:30 p.m. Monday
through Friday or by 3:30 p.m.
Saturday are urged to call
753-1916 and ask for the circulation department between
5:30-6 p.m. Monday-Friday or
3:30-4 p.m. Saturday.
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Weather forecasts call
for more hot, humid temps
By DAVID RAMEY
Murray Ledger & Times Staff Wrfter

While the upper Mississippi
River is battling floodwaters.
most of Kentucky, including
Murray and Calloway County, is
smoldering in the summer heat.
And residents better get used
to it.
Weather forecasts in .recent
weeks have featured the familiar
tandem of hot and humid, and
according to David Humphrey of
the National Weather Service, it's
going to stay that way.
"Our forecast is pretty much
the same until mid-August,"
Humphrey said, "Hot and humid
with highs in the low to mid 90s
and lows in the 70s."
A high pressure system is
pretty much "stuck," according to
Humphrey.
_ _
"We've got a high pressure
system - that has pretty much

U.S. supports
$3 billion in
Russian aid
TOKYO (AP) — The Clinton
administration said - today it has
gathered commitments from its
economic. summit allies to establish a S3 billion fund to help Russia transfer large state-owned
industries to private hands. `Ile amount is scaled down
from an initial U.S.-proposed
plan for $4 billion.
But Treasury Secretary LloydBentsen portrayed the commitments as a victory, saying it had
taken a little arm twisting to get
there.
The privatization fund is a pet
project of President Clinton.
Much of the Russian economy
was state-run when the Soviet
Union collapsed in 1991.
The administration first surfaced the proposal in mid-April
but it met with a noticeable lack
of support from U.S. allies, forcing the administration to
scramble to save the project.
The administration had been
working hard at the economic
summit to obtain pledges from its
six summit partners — Japan,
Britain, France, Germany, Canada and Italy.
Japan, in particular, had been
cool to the idea.
"I am optimistic that we are
going to have that $3 billion by
the close of this session," Bentsen told reporters at a briefing.
Under summit rules, individual
countries are not allowed to
announce decisions before the
summit jointly makes such a
statement.
Clinton was personally
involved in the fund-raising
effort, talking to other leaders
and writing personal letters to
them.
Bentsen joked that arms had
been twisted, but other administration officials said that it was

anchored in the Southeast,
filled up all the time," Bucy said.
Humphrey said. "We've got the
Eddie Boggess, one of those
Qulf.Strearn_to,the south and- the pouring concrete. said WednesS c
the north, and the day was "pretiy
high pressure system is just stay"The concrete goes pretty fast
ing put"
, when it is hot like this," Boggess
And it's not going anywhere said.
soon, according to Humphrey.
"When yair get thirsty; you get
"There's no relief in sight in
a drink of watei." Boggess said
the near future," Humphrey said. about the. heat. "Our boss tells us
•Those _working outside are
to -111.1.1.4:--4iuc--wa -don't get too_
especially at risk during the hot
hot."
. temperatures. A crew from
Those working inside have also
Adams Construction is working
been busy because of the heat.
on the, new Alpha Tau Omega
house on Poplar Street in Murray. Busines; at Randy Thornton
Heating and Air has -picked up
Howard Bucy, foreman, said
considerably
because of the
crews pouring concrete are getting an earlier start in an attempt weather, according to Teresa Gar- land, office manager_
to beat the heat.
"It's b..en hooming,". Garland
sizzling," Bucy said."We said. -Weve had
a lot of people
try to get started earlier, before it replacing .systems
and repairing
gets. too hot."
them as well. There's been some
Bucy said the crew alsO has new ones is well."
plenty of water available.
"We has c to- keep that cooler II TURN TO PAGE 2
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To place a classified ad, call
753-1916 between 8 a.m.-5
p.m. Monday -Friday or 8
am.-noon Saturday and ask
for the classifieds department.
Please check rates and deadline information on the first
page of the classified ads
section.

MOO-VING TO CENTER STAGE

OFFICE INFO
To reach any department of
the newspaper, call 753-1916
and specify which person or
department you wish to contact. Our regular office hours
are 8 a.m.-5 p.m. Monday.
Friday; 8 a.m.-noon Saturday

Local AIDS
hotline helps
area resident!
By AMY WILSON
Murray Lodger & Times Stall Write,

Anyone who has been diag
nose:I with AIDS and HIV wit'
have a special local hotline ti
call, thanks to the concern of tw,
Mayfield people. ,
The Mayfield Outreath CciHe
3114_24- Hopi A1D$_. Hi:One Mt._
been established to pryv,ide sup
port and answer questions abet',
AIQS and .111V. •
- "I have kaposi sarcoma, which
is an AIDS-related cancer," said
Romaldo Fanchez, human ser
vices coordinator.—'When 1
moved to Mayfield inJanuary, I
realized there were no suppori
groups.
"My friend, Al Lacy, and I
.decided to do something about it.
A lot of people are afraid to seek
counselors because they are wet fled the information will be
.leaked.".
Lacy was diagnosed +Pith AIDS
in 1982 and is one of the longest
survivors of the disease.' As the
AIDS facilitator, he is responsible for updating figures, presenting seminars and providing educational materials.
Fanchez and Lacy have been
running the center out of their
home since the last week in May.
"We get an average of about
40-50 calls per day," Fanchez
said. "Basically, we get a lot of
questions from teens wanting to
know about the proper use of
condoms and how AIDS and HIV
are contracted."
Fanchez said several older people have called, especially as
more people become' aware the
service is offered.
"We offer free individual.and
group counseling and we are try--ing to form support groups," she
said. "The only requirement is

AMY WILSON:Ledger & Tames photos

Valerie Shelton of Murray
;top) gets her junior Holstein
yearling ready for the State
Department of Agriculture's
Area District 4-H and FFA
show Wednesday as Roger
Ward of Sedalia helps.
Meanwhile, her mother,
Beverly Shelton, (right) is
responsible for cleaning up
after the yearling. About 15
participants from Todd,
Livingston, Calloway and
Graves counties gathered at
the fairgrounds to show their
dairy cattle at the annual
event.

• TURN TO PAGE 2

4-8-19-28-41
One ticket holds magic
FOND DU LAC, Wis. (AP)
— The richest single lottery
ticket in U,5 history was
bought at a grocery store in this
Wisconsin city, and officials
waited for the winner or winners to come forward today and
claim the $110 million prize.
Steve Madsen, Wisconsin lottery spokesman, confirmed
today that the ticket, the only
one to match all numbers in the
14-state Posverball game,. W2S
sold at Sentry Food StoreSouth,
Mary Whitty, an employee at
the store, said a lottery rep-

DAVID RAMEY/Ledger & Times pho

Alan Voyles of Adams Construction takes a break from the heat
while lanrking at the Alpha Tau Omega house on Poplar Street
The Nntional Weather Ser.,ice ••.i • s there is no relief in sight
the hot weather hanging over 1%estern Kentucky.

II TURN TO PAGE 2

CLASSIFIEDS

AFTERNOON — 50 CEN1‘,

How Hot Is It?

MEETINGS
Local public agencies that will
conduct meetius this week
include:
SCHOOL BOARD
•The Calloway County School
Board will meet in regular session at 7 p.m.. Thursday. July
8, at the Board of Education
Office.
CITY COUNCIL
•The Murray City Council will
meet in regular session at 7:30
r.m., ThurSclay,"Julji 8; in the
council chambers of City Hall.

SERVING MURRAY- & CALLOWAY COUNTY SINCE 1879

resentative was expected later
today to examine the store's
lottery computer and officially
verify the sale. She and Madsen
said no one had come forWard
yet to claim the prize.
Fond du Lac, a city of
90,000, is about 50 miles northwest of Milwaukee on Lake
Winnebago.
The largest individual lottery
winner in U.S. 4istory until now
Is Sheelah Ryan of Winter
Springs. Fla., who won $55.16
million in the Florida lottery in
II TURN TO PAGE 2

Large cuts may slice state jobs
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
The groundwork is being laid for
some potentially large cuts in
state government employment.
The General Assembly's two
primary budget-makers sent a letter to Gov. Brereton Jones' administration Wednesday stating that
state employee rolls will have to
be cut by more than 2,500 by this
time next year.
Jones acknowledged today that
employee rolls will .have to be
pad, with layoffs.
The gove aior did not offer specific numbers, but said he hoped
to have plans in place by the end
of this month.
"This is something that has to

-c.- rarrilrereM

be done and it's going to be done tion should not try to dodge the
in a very responsible way," cap by Using part-time, seasonal
or other employment categories.
Jones said.
"Such an attempt will be conUntil this morning, state officials Weren't mentioning layoffs sidered a subterfuge to avoid the
as a means to achieve the work- restrictions of law and will be
force reduction. But the implica- resisted by the Appropriations
and Revenue Committees of both
tion had been clear.
Rep. Marshall Long and Sen. the House and the Senate," they
Mike Moloney said the legisla- said in a letter to liable
ture will insist on a limit of Wednesday.
Long and Moloney said reduc33,000 empi6yees in the executisir branch in the budget that will ing state personnel cOsts is the
be passed in. the 1994 session. only . way to really get a handle
There were )5,447 permanent on the cost of state government.
full-time employees on July 1..•
"When you start talking about
Long and Moloney, the .chair- recurring costs in state governmen of the respective budget
committees, said the administra- 111 TURN TO PAGE
2
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•Large cuts...

III U.S. supports.„

••

FROM PAGE 1

that coming in direct grants and
technical assistance and $250 ment, it's people unfortunately,"
million coming in export credits, said Long, a Shelbyville
Democrat.
_essentially government guaranThe letter estimated that the
tees of loans made. to Aussia.
state
could save more than $62
Lawrence Summers, Treasury
a year by cutting about
million
$125
the
said
undersecretary,
million in direct grants already 2,500 people from the rolls, basen an estimated cost of salary
was included in the administraled
benefits of $25,000 per
aid
for
Congress
tion's request to
employee.
to Russia.
The administration conceded
According to Personnel
that SI billion of the $3 billion Department figures, the executive
aid package already had been branch had 35,447 full-time
counted in the $28.4 billion aid employees as of July 1, including
package announced by the West those in the constitutional offices
in April. That represented a por- such as attorney general and
tion of the funds being put up by auditor. There were another 6,566
international lending agencies employees in other categories,
such as the World Bank.
ranging from permanent part-time
Of the S3 billion privatization to seasonal.
total, international lending agenThe letter didn't suggest how
cies would put up half — $1.5
billion, and SI billion would rep- state employment should be cut,
resent export credits from indivi- but Long said there is a turnover
of about 2,000 employees each
dual c. oUntriOs.

FROM PAGE 1

•

•-• •".

more a case of persuading allies
that the fund made sense even..at
a timc of budget austerity in
industrialized nations.
"Nothing like this had been
tried before. 1 don't think that it
is surprising that it took a couple
of months of persuasion," said
Strobe Talbott. a State Department official who is coordinating
Russian aid..
White House counselor David
Gergen said -a formal announcement on the new aid program was
expected on Friday.
The administration announcement came on the thy that Russian President Boris Yeltsin
arrived in Tokyo to participate in
the closing activities at the
summit.
The United States will be putting up $350 million of the S3
billion-total with SI25.million.of
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September 1988. It's possible
that the Pov.•erball ticket was
not purchased by an individual,
however, since many people
purchase lottery tickets as part
of a group.
The winning combination
picked Wednesday night was 4,
8, 19, 28, 41 and powerball 30.
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State employment has declined
slightly since Jones took office in
December 1991. There were
36,260 permanent, full-time
employees then, a decline of 813.
Total employment has actually
increased slightly, but the figure
is misleading because of the large
number of seasonal workers hired
during thesummer.-

FROM PAGE 1

Every Friday at 7 p.m.
$1,000 Letter H Jackpot!!!
Ivi),,t

There are specific guidelines
that must be followed in any layoff of state employees, though
Jones tried unsuccessfully to
modify those rules in the 1992
session. Jones complained then
that the layoff laws did not allow
the kind of personnel management flexibility he needed.

•One...

Spon.ored by Murray Shrine Club
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year in state government.
Hable said he has never confirmed that figure, but said it is
misleading because many of
those are in critical jobs that must
be filled such as prison guards.
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Odds of winning were 1 in
54.9 million. Chuck Strutt,
director of the Des Moines,
Iowa-based Multi-State Lottery
Association, which manages the
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National Guard Armory
Ilvvy. 121 North, Murray, Ky.
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game, had said he expected 65
percent of all possible combinations to be covered.
Tickets cost $1 — which
means someone made roughly a
$109,999,999 return on that
investment.
As Wednesday's drawing
neared, Powerball frenzy struck
14 states and Washington, D.C.
Kristin James, who works for
a financial company in Des
Moines, joined an office pool of
25 people in buying 80 tickets.
"I'd quit my job, I know," she
said. "I'd give it to a lot of my
friends and family."
Dr. Calvin Morgan of Pittsburgh had a different prediction. "What if I win? Drop
dead," he said.
Ticket sales reached record
levels in many states. Some
outlets in Wisconsin and Minnesota reported sales of about
100 tickets a second.
In all, 68 million tickets were
sold since Saturday's drawing,
8 million more than lottery officials expected.
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REPORTED
ALCOHOL-RELATED ARRESTS
Department, the following were

According to reports from the Murray Police
was
charged with alcohol intoxication: Brian K. Moore, 18, Brandenton, Fla.,
arrested July 2; Leonard C. Martin, 60, Pine Street, was arrested July 3.

CHARGES
DUI ARREST LEADS TO OTHER
Department, James M. Brewer.
According to reports from the Murray Police
under the
27, Batesville, Miss., was arrested July 3 and charged with driving
of
influence. Following a search, Brewer was also charged with possession
A
paraphernalia.
drug
of
possession
and
ounces
eight
marijuana less than
passenger, Laura A. Huckaby, 23, Batesville, Miss., was charged with alcohol intoxication. Both were lodged in the Calloway County Jail.

NG
TWO CHARGED WITH SHOPLIFTI
Trade L. McCutcheon, 20, Paris, and a juvenile from Paris were arrested by

Murray police and charged with shoplifting at K-Mart July 2. Reports indicated the two were allegedly concealing merchandise valued at $76.47

•Local AIDS...
FROM PAGE 1
that the individual must have verification from a doctor indicating
he or she has been diagnosed
with AIDS or HIV."
The reason for the requirement
is to make the clients feel more
comfortable and to keep strict
confidentiality.
"Unless the person has the verification, he cannot just walk in
off the street," Fanchez said.
As a non-profit organization,
the center operates on donations.
"We have had a wonderful
response from the community,"
Fanchez said. "We are seeking
more volunteer counselors and
clients. Eventually, we would like
to open an office."
Since the center offers the only
24-hour hotline in western Kentucky, Fanchez said she knows
from experience how important it
is to be able to talk to someone at
any hour.
"If you are in bed at 2 a.m. and
your medicine is making your
stomach do flips„and you feel
miserable, we are here to talk to
you," Fanchez said. "We are like
a shoulder that callers can cry
on.

least 30 cases of AIDS and HIV related illnesses in Mayfield,
more than 24 in Paducah, six in
Murray and four in Fulton.
"There are still a lot of people
out there afraid to call," she said.
"We are trying to get the word
out and get the community
involved. People can come to us
and seek our services."
7-h2e45center
24T
1.
can be reached at
On a national level, the Center
for Disease Control (CDC) in
Atlanta handles an average of
3,000-4,000 calls during a
24-hour period.
"We answer a lot of calls about
how AIDS is transmitted, haw to
reduce the risk of infection, how
to practice safer sex and how to
be tested for AIDS," said Julie
Boler, CDC shift superviser.

Bel-Air Shopping Center Murray, KY
759-1390
Your Home Investment Company Since 1884
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According to CDC statistics
through March, it is estimated
there are about one million cases
of HIV infection, or one in 250
people. The total number of diagnosed cases of AIDS is 289,320.
"We have projections that by
the end of 1994, the cumulative
number of cases will be between
415,000 and 535,000," Boler
said. "Estimated deaths will be
between 320,000 and 384,000."

A candlelight vigil is scheduled for 8:30 p.m. July 25 in
front of the Graves County
The CDC hotline can be reachCourthouse. Fanchez said Mayby calling 1-800-342-2437. To
ed
field Mayor Arthur Byrn has prothe Spanish hotline, call
reach
Awareness
AIDS
as
July
claimed
1-800-344-7432 and for TDD serMonth.
Farichei said she knOws of- at_ vice, call 1400-243:7889.

KENTUCKY
LOTTERY
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Removes 95%

reward for information that leads to the wrest of the person or persons
involved in the theft of a set of wheels and tires off a 1991 Ford Taurus
owned by Murray Motors, South Fourth Street. Another $500 reward is
being offered for information about vandalism in the city cemetery during the
holiday weekend. Several monuments were pushed over and others were
broken. Damage estimates are in the hundreds of dollars If anyone has
information about these or any crime in Murray and Calloway County, call
Crimestoppers at 753-9500 and remain anonymous.

KAREN COVERT
Classifieds Manager

1090
285

CRISIESTOPPERS OFFERS REWARDSa 000 cash
Crimestoppws of Murray and Calloway County is offering
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Pick 3
7-8-5
The Pick
5-12-14-15-19-30-31-47
Lotto
7-11-12-17-33-41

Shell

FROM PAGE 1
The lack of rain is also keeping
the crews busier.
"Usually, we have a rainy day
to help us catch up," Garland
said. "But with the weather like
this, they've been working pretty
much every day. When a system
goes out, we want to replace it
that day, so we've had guys staying until eight or nine every
night."
Alberta Higgins, assistant manager at the Murray •Kman, said
people have been buying fans and
air conditioners.
"We've sold out of a lot of
summer stuff like swimming stuff
and pools," Higgins said. "We've
just about sold out all of our
pools."
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Dixieland
Center

Mehdi Ahmadi, M.D.
Murray Oncology Associates
announces the opening
of his practice in

Medical Oncology

Country Style
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Loin End

Pork Roast
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Flank Steaks

Dr.MehdiAhmadi
Medical Oncologist
(Cancer Specialist)

Suite 283W
Medical Arts Building
300 South 8th Street
Murray, Kentucky 42071
(502)759-4199
Monday - Friday 9 a.m.-4:30 p.m.
a.

U SDA Choice

Lamb Legs
All

Meat

Bologna
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6.59
3.89
1.79

lb

lb

lb

We have Genuine Columbo Brand Sour Dough
Bread & Rolls from San Francisco
Mon.-Fri. 9 a.m.-6 p.m.; Sat 9 a.m.-5 p.m.
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Farmers protecting crops with dikes
HICKMAN. Ky.(AP) — Bulldozers and other earth moving
equipment have temporarily
replaced plows, as farmers build
dikes and levees they hope- will
protect them from the rainswollen Mississippi River when
floodwaters 3rTi VC.
The U.S. Army Corps of Engineers estimates the river will
,crest at about 41* feet, one foot
Over flood Stage, in far western
'Kentucky on July 15.
Workers using more than 15
pieces of earth moving equipment
were busy this week constructing
the 3- to 15-foot levees. Farmers
dug the dirt for the levees out of
their soybean and corn crops. The
farmers thought it better to sacrifice some of their crop to save
the rest.
The corps says The river should
cause "relatively no problems,"
but it's an assessment not shared
by thc farmers.
Todd Templeton:. district tonServationist for the Soil 'Conservation Office in Hickman, said
farmers in the upper bottom region alone stand to lose substantial
acres if the river peaks as
forecasted.
"When fighting a fcirce as
'strong as the-Mississippi River,
you've bit Off quite a task."

To being
considered
for court
FRANKFORT,- Ky. (AP) —
Gov. Brereton Jones, who said
Kentucky needs a woman on its
Supreme Court, -has an opportunity to appoint one.
Sara Walter Combs, an attorney in Stanton and widow of former Gov. Bert T. Combs, was
one of two court nominees whose
names were sent to Jones by a
judicial nominating COMMiS-5-1-Qfl on Wednesday.
Also nominated was-David 0.
Welch, an attorney and forme-imayor of Ashland.
Jones would appoint one to
replace former Justice Dan Jack
Combs, who retired June 30.
To complete Combs' term,
which expires in -January 1997,
the appointee would have to run
Ibr_clection in ,November. Sara
- -Combs filed- candidacy -papers
the 'secretary Of state's office
Tuesday, and Welch said he
planned to run.
Court of Appeals Judge Janet
L. Stumbo filed 3K:1—candidate
last Thursday but did not appl)-r
for the interim appointment.
Sara Combs has been an attorney 13 years and has practiced at
Stanton in Powell County since
1989. She worked for three years
at Wyatt, Tarrant and'Combs, the
Louisville-based •firm in which
her husband was a partner, and
spent seven years as vice president and general counsel of
Naegcle Outdoor Advertising, a billboard company.
She also- taught evening law
classes at the University of
Louisville, her alma mater.
She said she believed the
diversity of her experience —
large firm and solo practice, indigent clients as well as corporations — was an asset.
Welch, a graduate of Berea
College and Harvard Law School,,
has been a lawyer for 35 years,
He said he had demonstrated a
"lifelong commitment to individual civil rights," including two
stints as chairman of the KenRights
Human
tucky
Commission.
He was elected mayor of Ashland in 1975, his only political
race.
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Templeton said. "It's something
effort to protect about 1,000 will change or the river will crest
these people have dealt with all
MU.
and immediate!) fall.
their lives."
The forecast keeps changing
Paul Wilson estimates their
Templeton said the' flooding on
combined loss will be at least the rules in the middle ol the
the Mississippi causes backwater S250,000. "It will be considered
game," McCollum said. "The
to. flood ,the creeks.
a total loss if it floods at this forecast has been raising the riser
"Sandbagging,at this point is
point," Wilson said. "There is level predictions every day. The
impossible. There's just too much
no time to replant, We'll give it only thing keeping us going is the
water. (The farmers) are hoping
our best shot."
hope that the river level might
to save a little, as much as
Without an integrated levee
drop."
possible."
system on the river, McCollum
:When faced with the threat of
Judy Wilson of Cayce doesn't said farmers -have to work 'losing a big chunk of his liveliknow if the levees will do any
together to' protect 'their crops.
hood; McCollum could still laugh
good. ''An optimist is all you can
"11 you don't tie together, your
and make jokes about' his
be at this point."
individual effort does no good," situation.
.
.
he said. "What one person does
"You just as well laugh and
Wilson said her family started
on his prbperty saves someone 'talk about it than
cry." he said.
working last Thursday to erect else."
"Just
pray
for
us," Wilson
the levees, and hired former city
The only hope McCollum and
Commissioner Dennis Coffee to ---WilsoChave is that the forecast said. "That's the only way. we're
going to make it."
operate the earth moving
equipment.
•
64.00 Off Carton
Although Coffee has a heart
Doral
Kool Marlboro - Winston - Cambridge
condition, Wilson said he worked
hours
straight
from
8:15
p.m.
18
Come in and
Best Value - GPC 40e Off Per Pack
CDT .to daylight Tuesday with
--cheek 'our
Winston-Nargaoro
Kings $7.52 .
,
only '3" twu-hour break: 100s $7.80
other
specials!
(Whim Guanines Last)
"We camped up here -with him
last night," Wilson said. "Every
GE NE RAJ. SWARN NG a[nog Srioicng
OPEN 24 HOURS SURGEON
Now Grimily Redooss Sanas RISKS to Vow rioartr.
six hours he stops to grease the
bucket, then starts back up
again."
Gene McCollum of Hickman
has been working with the Wil811 Sycamore, NIurra • 753-733.3
sons and-other farmers in a joint
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Fleming Furniture... Benton & Paducah

MART

MURRAY LEDGER

TIMES

REVIVAL
Grace Baptist Church
617 So. 9th St. • 753-7599

Evangelist:
Bro. Billy Turner

July 11-16, 1993
7:1X) p.m. Nightly
Sunday Evening 6:00 p.m.
Special Music Nightly
Transportation and Nursery Provided

'Bro. Alvin York
Interiin Pastor

Kevin _Bodied
Music Director -

Read the classifieds

** Fleming Furniture... Benton & Paducah ***

SPECIAL STORE HOURS:THURSDAY
FRIDAY

9:00 - 6:00
9:00 - 8:0
SATURDAY 9:00 - 5:0•
MONDAY 9:00 - 6:00

Alt\
Broyhill
acxcase

Carery®

PAGE 3

EXPANDED
STORE
HOURS

*3

PADUCAH & BENT9N

Your Broyhill
Shopping Center
of the South

YEARS
FREE!

COUNT up the SAVINGS: (Nothing Held Back)

1

Storewide Discounts up to *50% Off.

2 Direct Factory Incentives On Inventory Cost and Advertising.
Up to 3 Years Interest FREE (Call Your Financial Advisor and
3 Determine the Interest Charges for 1 Year,2 Years,3 Years.
We Have The QUALITY and the DEALfor YOU!
**HERE'S HOW IT WORKS:$499 to $998 - 1 Year interest FREE
$999 to $1498 - 2 Years Interest FREE
$1499 and above

3 YEARS INTEREST FREE!!

HERE TOMORROW TO SERVICE WHAT WE SELL TODAY!
KY
FARM
BUREAU

Design Assistance
Available
All Merchandise
Subject To Prior Sale

Rated:
A++ Superior

1.111.111.. •

Broyhill

Division of Kelley-Wiggins Furniture, Inc.

Bob
Cornelison
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR

Student volunteers earn thanks
•

.

Dear Editor:
The Murray-Calloway County Soccer Board members and parent
coaches who worked with the girls program this spring would publicly
like- to thank two-local MSU students, Darti•Miteliell and Aaron Whitaker, and David Gressler fforn Murray High School for taking time
out from their very busy schedules to coach our under 14 and 16
teams. This unprecedented commitment included twice weekly practices as well as two and three games a weekend, half of which were
out of town.
It was gratifying to see these student athletes pass along their skills,
develop some talent, and demonstrate their love of the game to the
new generation of participants in the program that nurtured them. This
was an outstanding example of what community service is all about,
and an inspiration to us all.
Thank you Dara, Aaron and David from all who participated in the
program —especially from Jan Kind, Ann Roberson, Cheryl Gressler
and Ann Uddberg.
Ann Uddberg
Murray-Calloway County Soccer Association
507 Lynnwood, Murray

Warriors'draft logic questioned
Dear Editor:
The 1993 NBA draft went as expected except for a few surprises
that seem to baffle basketball logic. The greatest of these surprises has
to be the Golden State Warriors coveting Chris Webber so much that
they would give up three first-round draft picks and a player that
rivals Webber's immense talent.
One can understand why the Warriors would want Webber more
than Anfernee Hardaway. They already have one of the best point
guards in the league in Tim Hardaway and have need for a big man
who can score and rebound the way Webber can, but is Webber three
first-round draft picks better than Jamal Mashburn?
I will admit I am a Mashburn fan, but I find it hard to believe anyone would argue that there is that much difference between Mashburn
and Webber. Mashburn is more polished and ready for the pro game
than Webber due to his former coach, Rick Pitino. He also has much
more range than Webber and could play either small or power forward. The 6'8" New Yorker can post up a defender at small forward
or take a bigger power forward out to the perimeter and Shoot the
jump shot or use his quickness to drive around him.
Mashburn was still available when the Warriors chose third and
they could have had a future NBA all-star and still kept their three
future first-round picks. Instead they traded for a less experienced,
probably higher priced player who has questionable range on his out_.
side shot.
• I think the Warriors made a major draft mistake, one -that might
rank up there with the Philadelphia 76ers trading the 1986 number one
pick to Cleveland for Roy Hinson. The pick turned out to be Brad
Daugherty, and the Sixers haven't had a dominant center since. How
bad the trade turns out may all depend on who_the Orlando Magic gets
with the three future picks.
The Mavericks have to "settle" for Mashburn as the fourth pick
overall and now could pull themselves back up to respectability with last year's first-round,-pick Jimmy Jackson and one more good draft.
There is no question that Chris Webber could be a major talent in
the league for years to come, but Mashburn has an equally good
chance to do the same. Webber just can't be three first-round picks
better.
Jan Simmons
1500 Coach Estates-G10, Merray

CCFR grateful to 'Kirksey Day'donors
Dear Editor:
On behalf of the Calloway County Fire-Rescue, 1 would like to
thank all the local businesses that donated to our first annual "Kirksey
Day" on May 22. These donations helped to make this event a great
success. The following is a list of the businesses that donated:
Murray Bait, Gene and Jo's, Ellis Popcorn, Gibson Ham Locker,
Bridles to Britches, Flower Basket, Allison Photography, Cook's
Jewelry, Town & Country Yamaha, Crass Furniture, Darnell Marine,
Judy and Shere's Salon, Sullivan's Golf Course, Murray Florist,
Dwain Taylor Chevrolet, Ward's Leather & Jewelry, Finley Jewelers,
Parker Ford, Video Mart, Treas Lumber, Thornton Tile & Marble,
Thornton Heating & Air, Microage Computer, Movie World, Domino's, Serval! Termite & Pest Control, Cain's Jeep, D&W Auto
Supply.
Judy's of Murray, Auto Zone, Dennison-Hunt, Hutson Ag Service,
Body Elite, Hoffman's Nursery, Woodcrafters, Terry's Paint & Decorating, Corvette Lanes, Murray Lumber, Myers Lumber Co., Southern
States, Carroll Mazda, Gould Oil, Briggs & Stratton, Hih Burger,
CCFR Ladies Auxiliary, Shoney's, Storey's, World of Sound, Kentucky Lake Oil and Pocket's, Say-A-Lot Foods, D&T Foods, 1GA,
Owen's, Sonic, Taco Bell, Piggly Wiggly, Farris Grain & Tobacco,
Kroger, Kirksey Grocery, Benson Sporting Goods, Pepsi, Stella Grocery, HT Marketing Inc. .and Kman.
Greg Cherry, chief
For all CCFR members
P.O. Box 612, Murray

`T.H.I..S., no longer on Fulton station
Dear $ditor:
Thank you for letting friends know that "T.H.I.S. — Thank
Heavens! It's Saturday" is no longer heard on WKZT, Fulton, Kentucky. The show was heard on Murray radio stations from 1977
through 1983.
Former listeners may stay in touch with the program's plans by
writing to me.
Darrell Haden, host
4613 Cannon Road, South Fulton, TN 38257

Attention Washington!
U.S. REP. TOM BARLOW
1533 Longworth Office Building. Washington D.C. 20515
502-444-7216 (Paducah) or 202-225-3115 (Washington)
U.S. SEN.-WENDELL FORD
173A Russell Senate Office Building, Washington D.C. 20510
202-224-4343 (Washington)
U.S. SEN. MITCH McCONNELL
120 Russell Senate Office Building, Washington D.C. 20510
502-4424554 (Piducah) or, 202-224-2541 (Washington)

Regents' road show puzzling
It is disheartening to learn that
the Murray State University
board of regents will be holding a
'retreat in Owensboro next week.
For me, the bad news was not
so much that the group is meeting, but that, for the second time
in six months, the regents are
meeting off campus. In February,
the regents met at Barkley Lodge.
Don't get me wrong. This
group should meet. But it irdifficult for the working press to follow them hither and yon. Owensboro puts them just out of reach
of the area media that cover
meetings of the regents on a reg—
ular basis.
But putting aside my belly aching, why do they have to meet off
campus?
I've heard various reasons —
all of which may be legitimate:
'Meeting outside the board
room allows for a more relaxed,
less formal atmosphere. (I guess
-that means it eases tension.)
•Owensboro is The home of
regent Wells Lovett and he
invited the group to meet there. (1
tried to call Mr. Lovett but he is
out of town this week.)
.Meeting off campus and in
that part of western Kentucky
makes the regents more visible to
that region. (But who is going to

know, or care, that they are holding a retreat at the Executive Inn
in Owensboro except the campus.
the local community that monitors their decision-making, and
the press that regularly covers
their meetings. Oh, and I forgot
the clea.ns,-. faculty and staff who
meet with the regents. The Pennyrile Parkway is going to look
like an MSU caravan next Friday.
I would assume there is going to
be some expense involved in this
outing. Expense that seems hard
to justify in this time of budget
woes.)
At this meeting, two new members will be sworn in: student
regent Brian VanHorn and Philip
Lanier. Mr. Lanier told reporter
Amy Wilson that he had been to
MSU once.
With this meeting in Owensboro, unless Mr. Lanier makes a
special trip, he won't set foot in
Murray until sometime in
Octobers.

sight of Faculty H• all. --Pogue
Library and the Blackburn Science Building.
The presence of the campus-gives flesh, blood, stone and Mortar to their decisions.
Maybe I'm over dramatizing.
After all, it appears the agenda is
light. The regents will meet at II
a.m. next Friday to discuss issues
The campus is a troubled place
facing the board, or rather the
as rumors of more state budget
university, for the next year.
cuts begin to circulate. Morale is
At 3 p.m., a special called
low and the future is uncertain.
will begin at which time
meeting
That mixture makes me think of
new members will be
two
the
the last days of the Alamo.
3 vice chairman will
and
in
sworn
The regents meet at least once
be elected.
a yUWICS. and sOiRPliMS..$
- -1 Wonder if thWiTrfalra-Youi
special meetings, like this ritreat.
the difference in pi y for the GovAll told, they probably meet only
and the eight university
ernot
six or eight times a year.
presidents. If you missed that
Members of the bOard live all story, all the state university
over the region, and the state, presidents make more than Jones'
which makes it hard to get to 581,647 a year. There are 30 peoknow them. A regent wandering
ple at Eastern Kentucky Universi'around the Curris Center would ty alone who make more than
probably be ignored by most $70,000.
faculty and staff because they
Whether or not Jones deserves
have never seen that person
more or less than that or if the
before.
presidents deserve more or less
I think the campus needs-to 'could make some interesting
feel the presence of the regents.-1 luncheon conversation next week.But we'll have to go to Owensbelieve the regents need jci, feel
boro to eavesdrop.
the presence of the campus.
I guess I should be thankful it
There is no doubt that their
isn't Louisville.
decisions carry more weight in

GUEST COMMENTARY

On turning 30
presidency.
Bill Clinton's end of the baby boom came of age during the sexual
revolution, mine during the AIDS epidemic.
When the early boomers got out of school, the economy was growing. Late boomers hit the job market as business and industry began
downsizing.
If people my age are caught up in a generational identity crisis, it's
because we're lumped demographically with people whose experience
we do not share. That gap might be one of the reasons our elders in
the _baby boom think we Jack purpose and direction and maturity..
.Perhaps succes; is something fewer of us achieve because there are...
so many of us. Thoy got there first. Upward mobility was out befbre
we got in.
Don't misunderstand. I'm not making excuses. I'm offering
explanations.
As I turn 30, I wonder if we'll ever get to be grown-ups. 1 fear that
we'll forever be considered the underachieving kid siblings of the
baby boom — wedged between the early boomers and their children.
30 isn't really all that old and I'm just too'young to know it.
And maybe my age group isn't being ignored but is just now finding a
voice.
I he when I turn 40 we're not all shouting — still hoping to be
heard over the roar of the opposite end of the baby boom.

By DEIDRE CLARK
.1 turned 30 last month. I'd waited a long time to be one of the
grown-ups. And just as I was on the verge, the folks who got there
•
first moved the marker.
All of a sudden people my age are kids — as in "a bunch of kids
running the White House."
On a television program after Bill Clinton's election, Ted Koppel
called the Clinton campaign "something of a children's crusade"
because many top staffers were in their late 20s and early 30s.
Based on demographic data, Bill Clinton and di-rise suffers and I
the baby..bporn.- He gtts tp be pr.esident
are of the satne generation
and we don't even get to be grown-ups. I don't feel like a baby
boomer.
Based on recent pop sociology, I'm part of something called the "X
generation." (We were tagged "twentysomethings" a few years ago
but many of us are in our 30s now.) We're the people born late in the
baby boom and just after. Our collective world view has been shaped
by significantly different events than those experienced by older
boomers.
For example, Bill Clinton was born just after World War 11. When I
was born, the United States was already involved in Vietnam. When
he was a young man deciding what to do about the draft, I was a child
with nightmares from watching the war on television.
Whelk Bill Clinton was 10, there was the OM rights movement.
When I was 10, there was Watergate2He probably remembers where
he was when John F. Kennedy was assassinated. I remember sitting on
the floor in my grandparents' den watching Richard Nixon resign the

•

Deidre Clark is a radio journalist in Western Kentucky. She
works for National Public Radio member station 91.3 FM WKNIS
and lives in Murray.

Pursuing economic bankruptcy
Democrats were supposed to
have seen the light and realized that
the American people were tired of
paying higher taxes for lousier
government, of getting nothing for
something. But what Senate Majority Leader George Mitchell said
after the one-vote budget victory
last week proves that nothing has
really changed among liberal
Democrats. The tax increases
pushed by the President would take
from those of "means," he said.
Mitchell could have been stealing
from Karl Marx,who said much the
same: "From each according to his
abilities, to each according to his
needs."
Why does the United States continue to pursue a philosophy that
was the economic heartof an empire
it has recently defeated? What is the
attraction in a system that much of
the world is abandoning? Anyone
who still believes that government
spends our money better than individuals do should read the May 24
issue of Forbes magazine, which
carried a compelling essay on Sweden's troubled marriage to socialism
and its pending divorce.
At its zenith,the Swedish government took 70 percent of the country's gross domestic product and
"was able to pay 90 percent or even
100 percent of Swedes' working
incomes to the udemployed,the sick
or those.who simply wanted to stay
home and take care of their children." As the Clinton Administration
pushes for higher taxes, a bigger
welfare state, more sops to labor

CaL Thomas
Syndicated columnist
unions by outlawing the replacement of striking workers and currency devaluation,the voters should
consider the disaster of the Swedish
experiment.
Higher taxes caught up with
Sweden's industrial production,
which has fallen 15 percent since
1989. Unemployment is 12 percent
and rising. The budget deficit
amounts to one-third of the central
government's spending and 13 percent of GDP(compared to 5 percent
in the United States). The Swedish
currency is sinking faster than the
dollar.
A new political party was formed
to yndo the economic earthquake

that socialism caused. The marketoriented New Democracy Party
(NDP)is headed by Ian Wachtmeister, a former aluminum company
executive, who believes "people are
sick of the Big Brother-type of
state."
Sweden's welfare state has nearly
destroyed the country's work ethic.
The absentee rate in Swedish industry reached 25 percent before cutbacks on welfare encouraged people to work more. Imagine, people
work more when there are fewer
benefits for not working. Is this a
radical new concept or just plain
common sense?
"By becoming every Swede's rich

Just drop us a line ...
Readers and residents are welcome and encouraged to express their
opinions on our "Perspective" page by writing letters to the editor. We
letters on a variety of topics, provided they comply with the to!,
guidelines: all letters must be signed by the writer, with the
writer's address and telephone number included in case verificatiait
ottessary (telephone numbers will not be published). Lettersirnarlar
be more than 500 words. Letters Should be typewritten ttnit
spaced if possible. We reserve the right to condense or reject
and to limit frequent writers.
Letters should be addressed to: Letter to the Editor, Murray
& Times, P.O. Box 1040, Murray. KY 42071.

grandfather," writes Paul Klebnikov in Forbes, "the state has destroyed most people's incentive to
save." People haven't saved because
they thought government would
take care of their every need. They
became the indentured servants ot
employers and politicians.
In 1991, Prime Minister Carl
Bildt's conservative coalition was
elected to clean up the mess made
by the Socialists. Bildt cut government spending sharply. Welfare
payments were reduced and inflation is being brought under control.
A voucher system has been introduced in the public school system.
Capital gains taxes-are down to 30
percent and the stiffest marginal tax
rate on income is 50 percent, which
is still high but a major improvement from the 85 percent rate of the
recent past
•
Klebnikov writes that "this isn't
just a story about Sweden. It's about
any country where politicians believe in the infinite ability of the
private sector to fund an ambitious
social agenda, be it through taxes,
mandates, regulations or other
forms of state intervention."
The NDP's Wachtmcister fears
Sweden's Socialist experiment is
not understood by many liberals in
ievryinton Administration. "Right
o4
'd rather be in-Sweden than in
the U.S.," says Wachtmeister, "because we are moving away from the
welfare state. On your side, you are
moving right into it, and you risk
destroying your country."
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The combined works of Weaver Dana Heath of Maryfield and
artist Wes Mills. owner and
director of the Barbershop Gallery in Ranchos, N.M., will be
the featured exhibit of the
Mayfield/Qraves County Art
Guild Gallery through Aug. 15.
Heath is 3 native of Mayfield
and attended Murray State University where she was an art
major. After her studies in Murray, she moved to Nevi York
where she concentrated on her
weaving career. She has since
returned to Mayfield where she
has become. an active member of
the local art guild.
The works Heath has on exhibit include samples of her weavings in a variety of colors and
sizes along with several of her
student works from MSU. The
early an works include both two
and three dimensional pieces.
One in particular, "Camp
Stool," shows a combination of
her weaving skills along with her
other art techniques.
Wes Mills, a native of Tucson,
Ariz., spent his childhood in Oregon and Montana. He received a
lull art scholarship to MSU
where he was a contemporary of
Heath.
Mills supported -himself with
his art during college and left the
university to enter the art world
in New York. He moved to New
Mexico in 1990 and opened the
Barbershop Gallery.
Mills' work on display ranges
from 1980 to 1982. They range in
scale from the very large pieces
such as "Jack Knife" to the small
"Bird and Hole."
Mills took a break from his
drawing career in 1982. After
several years in other careers, he
madc his return to art. His work
haf been featured in galleries
throughout. the southwest.
Works from both artists are on
display for the public during regular gallery hours from 10 a.m. to
4 p.m. Tuesday, 1 p.m. to 4 p.m.
Wednesday through Friday, and
10 a.m. to r p.m. Saturday.
The gallery, which is handicapaccessible, is located at 119-21
‘West Broadway in Mayfield. „
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—Vinyl Siding
—Replacement Windows

*Lifetime Guarantee*
FREE ESTIMATES

CALL
753-7020

Need auto insurance?
Check with us first.

Ross
Insurance
Agency
6th 1. Main
753-0489

Roy's Discount Pharmacy
For Your Con%enience Now Otters

UPS Pick-Up
Daily Monday - Friday
Ship Weekly & Save money

9 a.m.- X p.m. sat. 9 a.m.- 7 p.m. Sun l-f.s p.m.

Haty 641 N.

Robert Valentine transforms himself into Mark Twain for an upcoming performance at the Playhouse in the Park.

-

SUPPORT YOUR
COMMUNITY
ARTS

& A AUTO
RENTAL

1

Potato
Texas Toast

$495

Tues., Wed. & Thurs.
Shrimp Special

$3.75

Pond Raised
Catfish Steaks

$4.50 Saturday & Sunday
County Ham
Breakfast

$3.15

ISVdMV3118 - HOIMONVS - 0-9-1:1VB - 000AV3S - HSIT

BETTER BUILT GARAGE CO.
MELBER, KY. • (502)674-5530
CHECK THESE
FEATURES:

-

Owner, DWAIN WARREN

Completely Erected, Including Concrete Floors,
Not Pre Fab. Carpenter Built. All Quality Materials

A. .4 concrete Floor
•
reinforced with
wire mesh
13 12" footing
C. Polyurettian
under concrete
F.:.:-,a
,
.„. .,- 7‘...s•......
D. Anchor bolts in
.'=. ...Mt
_.
=
1
.
.......
.
1
1 ,.
=
concrete
C—
11.
7”, .. •,i I 4411==',
E. Treated
bottom plates
F.11 studs, 160.0
G. 7/16" Blandex
i
undersiding
d
rg
vinyl
s
H. Mason ite, wood or

L
..,,,..,....,......,
,.
,

I Sett supporting 2x6
trusted rafters 2 ft
0.C.
J. 112" plywood
decking
K. Seal down shingles
L. Ovefiang covered
M Overhead steel
door
N. Steel service door
0.2x4 fascia
aluminum covered
P 2.10 headers
0 444 raised curb

We offer you: FREE Esimates, References and Location of
Garages In Your Area, and Written Warranty.
with hardboard siding

•Daily & Weekly Rentals

MYERS

Toss Salad .
Choice of

-

Valentine›,--pertermattee-.--

Valentine will, be on stage at the Playhouse for
all to see. Tickets - arc S5 and there will• be open
seating. For more information ctn. the -Playhouse at
759-1752.

Julie Gustafson, Alissa Volp and Julie Shull answered questions
about classical ballet June 22 from students attending Kid's Company at Robertson Elementary School. The dancers had just completed a June Ballet Intensive with Nancy Z. Nerney during which
they practiced two hours a day every day for three weeks.

7$3.23$o

Hwy. t2' North • 759-11464
Friday a Saturv ay
8 oz.Rib-Eye Steak
All You Can Eat

"1 think-the-last -time I did Mark TWaira in Murray was at least a little over ten years ago," Valentine :said.
He definitely leaves an impression, according to
one man.
"Valentine is the best I've ever sun next to Hal
Holbrook. Holbrook is better known, hut I don't
know if he's:Taetter than Robert Valentine,"
"You really think he's Twain. Its impressive,
it's really uncanny. This man will make you think
the news of •ti-is-deah lg. exaggerated:" professor
Walter.Haden of the University of Tennessee at
Miartia

[PS

cE HOMEPLACE FAMILY RESTAURANT

Valentiae to perform Twain
Mark Twain will -take-a break from his travels on
the Mississippi River to speak at the Playhouse in
the Park, July 30 and -31 at 8 p.m.
Maybe it's not Mark Twain, but Murray's own
Robert Valentine.
Valentine, who sill look. the. part down to the
mustache and cigar, will deliver the Twain essay,
"In the Writer's Workshop."
He has performed Twain across the country
including the Buckham Alley Theatre in Flint,.
Mich. and the Edison Park Theatre in Fort Meyers,
•
Fla.
A regular performer far.Alie-ilwensboro_litwer
Festival for the Humanities,. Valentine has Oresented Twain at every state university in Kentucky
at one time or another. This performance, howevei,
will be long in coming.

(Msmpia Plaza

kk

FISH. SEAFOOD. BAR-B-0 - SANDWICH - BREAKFAST

.

PlIOVIDED

3
a

—Continuous
Aluminum Gutters
(Commercial & Residential

BOAT SMART.

BUSINESS COUNCIL FOR TIIE ARTS
Murny,Calloway County Chamber of CAmmerce

July 9
Dance Production — "Dance
Interpreting Visual Art,"
Jackson Purchase Dance
Company, admission, begins
at 7 p.m. at the Yeiser Art
Center, Paducah.
through July 16
Exhibition — "Baskets:
From Art to Kitsch," free at
the Clara M. Eagle Gallery.

Quality Work at a fair pricy

STAY ON TOR

MSU alumni
featured at
Mayfield Guild

PAGE 5

Clean, Dependable Cars
.Call Us For Rates

Holland Motor Sales

11 2 CAR (12x20)
2 CAR (18x20)
LARGE 2 CAR i22x22
2' 2 CAR 2424)
LARGE 2 . CAR f24x30

Deluxe Models
vinyl siding
$3,325
1 1/2 CAR (12x20)
$3,725
$4,025
2 CAR (18x20)
$4,425
$4,325
LARGE 2 CAR (22x22)
$4,825
$4,525
$4,925
2'12 CAR (24x24)
$5,025
LARGE 2 CAR (24x30) $5,525

East Main St.

753-4461

PLUS OFF LEVEL LOT

YOUR SATISFACTION IS OUR GOAL

WRS

MYERSzee
;
„frob..

ractice Opens

NIG*

LUMBER OF MURRAY, INC. Good Thru
500 S. 4th St. 753-6450
Open: Mon-Fri 7-5 Sat. 8-12

Viss-MC-Discover

7-1043

Cash $ Car

<id

Stephen K. Hall, M.D.

tC
rn
tot

Murray Woman's Clinic

THE WAY WE BUILD THEM MAKES THE DIFFERENCE.
Come take a good look at TradeWind
whirlpools!
You'll find an unequaded combination of
quality, workmanship, and elegant design. From the fully adjustable hydrotherapeutic jets to the one-horse power
pumps. In popular colors.

ACRYLIC
WHIRLPOOLS
$79995
6999" CW3660
'749"
$899" CW3060-

CWI272
CW4260

announces the opening
of his practice in

Obstetrics/Gynecology

Also
In Stock
Pinned* Tubs
and Shower Unit,

I K.

Tempered Glass

Dr. Stephen K. Hall

ub-Shower
Enclosure

Obstetrician / Gynecology

Translucent _Panel*
Anodtavel Aluminum Trim
Mat. MOO

V.

'5499
MYERS-^

Murray Woman's Clinic
305 South 8th Street
Murray, Kentucky 42071
(502)753-9300
10 a.m.-12 ?.2-5 p m. Monday,Tuesday, Thursday and Friday
8-12 Saturday

MURRAY-CALLOWAY COUNTY HOSPITAL
MYERS
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WRITERS'
POTPOURRI
GladysJarrett,
Director •
I have waited so long to see your
face.
Through my window I see the morning rays
And thoughts of you can never be
erased.
Lying here remembering when you
were small
When I buttoned your coat to keep
you warm.
I rocked the pain away when you
would fall
Trying to keep you from all life's
harm.
Thought I seen the Shadow of
Death Jast
My hospital gown is untied, no one's
Here to tie it to keep me warm. My
sight

—Writers' Potpourri will be
Saturday. July 10, at 9:30 a.m. at
Count4 Public
,
the Calloway
Library.
This is open to all interested
writers, according to Mrs. Gladys
Jarrett, director.
Mrs. Jarrett has released some
of the poems written by participants as follows:
• • •

•

Tee Late
By Deborah joybd Williams •
Thought you would come to visit me
today,

-15% Cash Discount
On All Prescriptions
-Computerized Records
-Cards & Gift Items
-PCS -Medimet
-BC-BS -Paid State Aid
-Health & Beauty Items

HOLLAND DRUGS
109 S. 4th St.

Bob Dunn, R.Ph.

753-1462

July Specials
at

,

2Movies

,

i7
r

$#200
for v
Hot July Arrivals
Malcolm X
Unforgiven
Home Alone II
The Bodyguard
Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles Ill

990
Nintendo Games
$2oo
Only $1 75
- 2 Cartoons

Super

New games arriving daily including
WWF Royal Rumble • American Gladiators • Mario is Missing

Specials good
thru
7-29
MondayThursdays Only

25%
OFF
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,

•1.
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,
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%
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To high water mark rolled.'
Next time I visited
the beach
There was no sign
of where I'd strolled.
• • • •
Making Memories
By Wilma Jean Sanders
Our house is never lonely, the
silence is warm and dear •
Childish voices - merry laughter, lingers ever near
Memories are a treasure, were
making every day
The things we do together, and
•
even things we say
Today is ours to fill with, anything
we would
So let me ever strive to, fill it with
the good
Time is passing swiftly, life speeds
by so fast
Soon today's tears and laughter, will
be memories- of the past.
• • • •
Forgotten Words
By Linda F. Parker
Left out words, ... „v.
Often unspoken.
Till it is too late
For others to hear
What we forgot
To Say
I love you is one
That is seldom used
Because of the ,assumption
'You already knew'
I am - sorry is next
Because of pride.
This word seems
To want to hide.
Small words
Left unspoken
Day by day
Can do damage
Beyond repair.
Just because of other words we
forgot
-"t care.'

LIBRARY NEWS
by Ben Graves, Calloway County Public Library

Your Summer
Movie Headquarters!

Any

Has dimmed. I thought to me he
would have come-His own Mother. For waiting I am
old
, The room Is so dark and I am so
cold
• • • •
U.
By Charlie E. York
I have twq ears
,A count of ten toes .
Two eyes and ten fingers
But only one nose:
I have only one mouth
That talks too much
Yet inside I have feelings
That others can touch.
• • • •
I Joined Up
By Marie Jarrett
At the bidding of the President
Inviting women to enlist
I left my home one morning
In a damp-fog and strange mist
I walked down to this floor
When sat a Navy recruiter
I walked into an open door
'Hey woman, you wantta
- re nsider.
"No.'l Camel My mind's determined
I have no quarrell or need
I'm a woman of age and plus
Dire reached twenty-two seed.'
I strolled slowly to the house.
Parents anxious of my whereabout.
I told them what I'd done
Heard Mama cry - saw Dad strut
'No need for talk, I joined up!'
• • • •
The Way of the Ocean
By Linda M. Siebold
Attracted to the sandy
ocean beach,
I wandered quite a way
Picking up sand dollars,
shells and white
Stones with which I
might play.
The incoming.lide
eventually

CUSTOM
DRAPERIES
"TOP TREATMENTS
(SOFT SHADES
- 'ACCESSORIES
BLINDS AND SHADES
BEDSPREADS
AND VORE!

- I've been sitting here for about
10 minutes, trying unsuccessfully
to think of a cute way to introduce this book. I'm not sure there
is one.
The book is All That She Can
Bc by Dr. Carol J. Eagle and Carol Coleman.
It's about helping your daughter through adolescence without
either of you going permanently
crazy. It takes an extraordinarily
well attuned adult to remember
what it was like to be a young
teenager.
This book can help and by
helping you remember, provide
you with -the understanding to
make the--process easier for your
-.4aughter.. -The. -advice is. ,a!1
straight forward, with no particular religious or political bias. It's
excellent.
• • • •
- 'Speaking of mothers, daughters
and sisters, you might want to try
Dancing through Life in a Pair of
Broken Heels, a collection of
short stories by Mickey Guisewite, illustrated by her sister,
Cathy. (Cathy G. is the person
who draws the comic strip,
"Cathy.") If you like the comic
strip, you'll like the book. There
may be funnier books out there,
but I can't remember any right at
the moment. It's HIGHLY
recommended.
• • • •
O.K., fathers get equal time.
And they do in the book, Fathers,
compiled and edited by Jon
Winokur. This is a collection of
pieces about, naturally enough,
fathers. Some of the pieces are
funny, some aren't. It's well
worth reading and I highly
recommend it.
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The Tam
(R)

1:00
3:45
7:00
9:40

Dennis The
Menace (PC)

1:30
3:15
7:15
9:10

JUP033 C

Pork

(P013)

-A•-,

1:30
3:55
7:10
9:30

• • • •
On a different note, We've just
gotten a copy of The American
Heart Association Kid's Cookbook. If you want your children
to eat healthy things when they
grow up, the best way is to start
them out early. The instructions
in 'the cookbook are clear and the
recipes are for things kids will
_actually eat. in fact, on the cover
is printed the message, -"All
recipes made by real kids in real
kitchens!"
This is in contrast to Grills and
Greens by Linda Zimmerman and
Gem Gilliland. Grills presents a
variety of 'nouvelle cuisine
recipes involving vegetables and
grilled foods. Now, 1 real-in that
you cannot argue with a person's
taste, but when faced with "Seafood Sausages on Catalan Tomato
Bread with Fava Bean Salad,"
suddenly get the urge for an RC
and a Moon Pic.
Speaking of which, you'll want
to try Vince Staten's Can You
Trust a Tomato in January? Staten takes you on a shopping tour
of his local grocery. As he selects
each item, you get a brief history
of the product and a discussion of
interesting points. Actually it's
one of the most interesting books
that we've had in a while.
Normally books about the food
industry are filled with shrill,
self-righteous finger pointing.
This one is different. Staten takes
the attitude that a winter tomato
imported from _Mexico isn't as
tasty as fresh summer tomato, but
it sure beats no tomato at all.
This is fun reading and I highly
recommend it.
• • • •
May I recommend one more
book, David Halberstam's The
Fifties. This is a thick (800
pages) examination of an entire.
decade. It's worth reading
because it explains how the Sixties came to be. It reads easily
and you can take it a section at a
time if you want. It's first rate.

QUALITY •FASHION •SERVICE

Snow Whim & The
Sawn Dwarfs(G)

los

130 Guilty 'As
41:

Last
Action
7:10 Sin 00
Hero avisi cas 4:05 only
Bargain Matinees
Eveiyday
Thursday is Bargain Night

Paint & Decorating
Soutpsido Shopping Cantor • Murray, Ky.
753-3321
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Jo Burkeen
s Murray Today editor
The Annual Arts and Craft Show and Flea Market of Xi Alpha
Phi Chapter of Beta Sigma Phi will be Saturday, July 24, from 9
a.m. to 6 p.m. and Sunday, July 25, from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. at the Fenton Access Area, on Highway 68, just across the Eggners Ferry Bridge
near Kenlake State Park. This is an annual event, sponsored by the
sorority chapter in cooperation with Tennessee Valley Authority. A
parking fee will be collected with members of the Murray-Calloway
County Need Line manning the parking stations each day and receiving the funds for the local Need Line.

Lake-Land will hear Hopper

The Rev. Kevin Hopper, formerly of California and more recently moving
to Kentucky, will be the guest speaker on Sunday. July 11, at Lake-Land
Apostolic Church. Rev. Hopper,has been doing missions work in Eastern
Kentucky. 'He is a very capable speaker and the public is invited to hear
him in the 10 a.m. to noon preaching/teacher service,' said the Rev. James
H. Cain, church pastor. The church is located at 1653 North 16th St.,
Extended, Murray.

Jackson_ Purchase NOW meeting tonight

Jackson Purchase Chapter of National Organization for-Women wiN meet
tonight (Thursday) at 6:30 p.m. at Pagliai's. The speaker will be Mary Ann
Littleton, a certified body worker and massage therapist who specializes in
Palarity Therapy, Swedish Massage and Thai Massage. She will speak
about Use of Massage To Manage Stress in Life. All interested persons
are invited to attend. For information call Pamela at 753-7638.

Murray WOW Camp to meet

rwht

tonfCamp
5g2 of Woodmen of the World will meet tonight
ursday) at 6
p.m. at Log Cabin Restaurant, Sycamore and South 12th Streets. Murray.
John Brinn, vice president, urges all members to attend. For information call
753-6467.
Lynn Grove Methodists plan revival

Lynn Grove UnitedMethodist Church wilrhave revival services starting
Sunday, July 11, through Wednesday, July 14. TM)Rev. Eulas Greer will be
the evangelist for services at 7:30 p.m., Sunday through Wednesday. A potluck meal will be served Sunday at 6 p.m. The Rev. Eugene Burkeen, pastor, invites the public to attend. _

Oak Grove Baptists plan revival

Oak Grove Baptist Church will hear The Rev. Steve Gallimore, evangelist,
at services at 7 p.m. on Sunday, July 11, and at 7:30 p.m.. Monday through
Wednesday. Jimmy Key will direct the music with Jennifer Billington as pianist. The Rev. H.D. Hudson, interim pastor, invites the public to attend.

Coldwater Church plans services

Coldwater Church of Christ will have a gospel meeting starting Sunday.
July 11, and continuing through Thursday. July 15. Virgil HWe of Green
Plain Church of Christ will be the speaker at services at 10:15 a.m. and 6
p.m..on .Sunday And at 7:30 p.m.. Monday through Thursday. The public.is
invited to attend, a church member said.

Grace Baptists plan revival
Grace Baptist Church.at._617 South Ninth SL, Murray, will have revival
services starting Sunday, July 11, and continuing through Friday. July 16.
The. Rev. Billy Turner, retired Baptist minister, will be the speaker for services at 6 p.m. Sunday and at 7 p.m., Monday through Friday. Kevin Rudicil
will direct the music. The Rev. Alvin York, interim pastor, invites the public
to attend.

Youth_Musical at church tonight

.

The Youth from Northwest United Methodist Church, Columbus, Ohio, will
present a special musical, 'The Dreaminaker,' on Thursday, July 8, at 7
p.m. in the Youth Center of First United Methodist Church. John C. Page,
director of Children and Youth at First Church, invites the public to attend
this musical production. There is no admission charge.

Palestine Church plans Bible School
Palestine United Methodist Church will have a one-day Vacation Bible
School on Saturday. July 10, from 9:30 a.m. to 3:30 p.m. This for children
-and youth, ages preschool through 15. A cookout and fellowship time will
follow the school. All children and youth in the community are invited to
attend.

Gospel convention scheduled

The annual West Kentucky Gospel Music Association will have its summer convention starting Thursday, July 8, and continuing through Saturday,
July 10. This will be at West End Baptist Church, 324 South 28th St., Paducah. Featured will be 36 singing groups from Illinois, Kentucky, Missouri and
Tennessee.

Four Rivers Group will meet July 11

. Four Rivers Music Friends Group will meet Sunday, July 11, at 2 p.m. in
Annex of Calloway County Public Library. Folk, Bluegrass and Gospel music
are sung by those attending these monthly events. This was changed
because of the holiday weekend. For more information call Jamie Fields,
753-9450, or Vel Burkeen, 753-6979.

Aquatics' classes' times given

Murray Family YMCA has announced that the 50-plus Aquatics Classes
have returned to regular days and times as of Tuesday, July 6, according to
Francie Ray, director of YMCA. Classes will be at 8:30 a.m. and 9:30 a.m.,
Monday through Thursday, at Carr Health Building Pool, Murray State University. For more information call the YMCA at 759-YMCA.

Jeffrey Cemetery homecoming Sunday

Jeffrey Cemetery, located on Highway 1346 east of Dexter, will have its
annual homecoming on Sunday, July 11. The Rev. Paul Bogard will preach
at 11:30 a.m. with a basket dinner to follow. Those unable to attend may
send their donations to Pat Stallons or Jack Scott, both of At. 1, Dexter, or
Marilyn Parrish McKinney, At. 1, Farmington.

Key family reunion at Paris Land(ng
101, 11 and

Descendants of-Van and Maggie Key will have reunion on July
12 at Paris Landing Park Hotel. A memorial service for Van and Maggie Key
will be on Sunday, July 11, at 11 a.m. service at Oak Grove Baptist Church.
After church the family members and friends will return to the hotel and
invite relatives and friends to visit with them there. For more information call
753-6668.

Steele reunion planned July 11Elkins Steele will
SPECIAL NEEDS
ADOPTION PROGRAM

1-800-432-9346
RESOURCES
KENTUCKY CARNET FOR INMAN

---

1.
ff

LIMITED TIME OFFER!

JO'S DATEBOOK

Dana
Cunningham-Prescolt
recent bride of
Mark Prescott
has mode her
gift selections
from
Pier l's
Bridal Registry

•
erlimporls

The descendants of Daniel Polk Steele and Tennessee
have a reunion on Sunday, July 11, at noon at the large pavilion at MurrayCalloway County'Park. In the event of rain, the reunion will be held in the
multi-purpose room of Glendale Road Church of Christ. For more information call Suzette Vaughn, 753-2744.

Dance Class planned by Leisure We
July 14,

The Leisure Life will sponsor a Line Dance Class on Wednesday,
from 4 to - 6 p.m. at University Branch of Bank of Murray. Instructors will be
Bill and Janie Raymer.from Paris, Tenn. Researchers have found that dance
offers dual physical and psychological rewards. It relaxes the mind, conditions the body and relieves both physical and mental stress. Members will
have an opportunity to learn line dances such as Boot, Scoot & Boogie and
the( Chocolate City Hustle while getting great physical exercise and having
fun. There will be a $3 per person per class fee. Reservations for the class
must be made in advance by calling Martha Covey at 753-1893.

Murray's Home For Hand-Cut Donuts

DONUT
I'S
OP

DOZEN EVERY DAY
‘a A (Includes
Filled Products)

.
%%acre ,

1205B Chestnut

753 1851

SHOP

Phone
759-1736

1Rio

1409 West
Main St.
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Mr. and Mrs. Patrick Brent Williams
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Kimberly Ann Yearry and Patrick Brent Williams were married
Saturday, April 10, at Faith Apostolic Church, Murray.
The Rev. Dwight Wyant, local pastor, and the Rev. Denzel Sizemore of Princeton officiated. Music was by Ricky and Rita Baker of
Princeton. Wedding _colors were .white and purple.
The bride is the daughter of Ray and Margaret Yearry of Murray.
She is the granddaughter of L.L. and Mable Yearry, Roy Colson, and
- the late Maggie 'Faye Colson, all of Murray; dnd the greatgranddaughter of Mrs. Alice Jameson-Thomasson, presently of PrinceThe groom is the son of Jimmy Williams and Norma Williams of
Princeton. He is the grandson of Bonnie and J.B. Bogle, the late Jimmy 'E.. Williams, and the late Arch and Ida Walls, all of Princeton,
Nancy Reagan of Paris, Tenn., was the honor attendant. Bridesmaids were Tonya Worley of Murray and Holly Mohler of Mayfield.
Stan Watson of Princeton was best man. Groomsmcn were Curtis
Yearry of Murray and Tim Hubbard of Princeton. Ushers were Scott
Marshall of Paris, Tenn., and Shawn Conger of Princeton.
The guest register was kept by Crystal Bank.
-A reception Tolloviddin the Community Room of Notth Branch-of
Peoples Bank. Mrs. Gina Duncan, Crystal Meek and Mrs. Kim Duncan were servers.
- --Reception-decorations were by Lynda-Pace -and--Clina Duocan,--aunts
of the bride. Debbie Williams was in charge of the food. Stephanie
Roberts of Murray made the groom's cake. Also assisting were Wendell Yearry and Jimmy Yearry, uncles of the bride.
Thf.---couplc -spent - their.-honeymoon.at _Disney.,World__in
They arc now residing in Princeton.
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Mr. and Mrs. Michael William Cunningham

•

Wendy Jane Yearry, daughter of Mr. and' Mrs. Wendell Yearry of
Rt. 1, Alm, and Michael William Cunningham, son ol the Rev. and
Mrs. David Cunningham, were married Thursday, May 27, at 7 p.m. at
Emmanuel Baptist Church.
Officiating at the ceremony was the groom's father. Music was by
Leigh Ann Farr and Roger Hudson._
Given in marriage by her parents; the bride wore a lull length white
satin gown decorated with lace and sequins. She wore a floral wreath
headpiece and blusher veil. Her flowers were fuchsia and white,
designed and created by Judy Todd.
Leona Jarvis was maid of honor and Amy Turk i was bridesmaid.
They wore fuchsia .satin - gowns. Amanda Melton was flower girl.
The groom Wore a black tuxedo trimmed in tuchia.
David Cunningham, brother of the groom, was best nigi. 'John Bedwell was groomsman. Ushers were James Yearry anti Jimmy Yearry.
A reception followed the ceremony in the COIMMUIlly ,Room ofNorth :Branch of Peoples- Bank.
Servers were Lori Melton, Debbie Adair and Tou -Oliver. The wed
ding cale was _made by Marilyn Shoal.
The, bride is 4-1993 graduate of Calloway Count High School. The
grai-is- 'a-A-9-8S—graduatc—of—Lakerlitilkl---04C1-S4tist--Ac-aelettir.-The evv.-Mr: and -Mrs. Cunningham are no residing at Rt. 2,
Hazel.

"dal. July 9

Murray CU; CisunclIfi 30 p.m /Murray
City Hall.
Calaway County Stisuol Board of Edu
CAMS meeting)'? pm /board office
Dressmakers from Columbus. Ohio. 10
give musical/7 pm /First United Method
est Church Youth Center Admission free
Line Dascing at Kenlake State Park
Hotel/7-10 p.m.
Christian Singles!? p.m./at 800 North
20th St. Info/Joan, 759-1345, or Richard,
759-9994.
TOPS 8469 meeting/6 p.m/Ames of
Calloway County Public Library.
Murray Chapter No. 92 Royal Aich
Masons and Murray Chapter No. 50
Royal and Select Masters/7:30
p.m./Masonic Hall.
Prepared Childbirth Class/7
p.m./Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
Lodge 592 of Woodmen of World/6
pm-/Log Cabin Restaurant.
Singles Friendship of Paris,.Tenn./1:30
p.m./Farm Bureau Building. Paris.' info/
Kennith Broach, 753-3580.
Murray Kiwants Club/6 p.m./Sirloin
Stockade.
Brooks Chapel United Methodist Church
Wornen17
AA and .A1-Anon closed trectirtgs/8
p.m./Senior Citizens Center, Benton.
1n1o/153-8136 or 435-4314.
Tillghman-Beauregard Camp of Sons ol
Confederacy/7:30 p.m./Clinton
Courthouse.
Young Actors Guild/5 p.m /Playhouse in
the 'lark.
Murray Education Association
meeting/6:30 p.m (Murray - high- School
Library_
Friday, July 9
Laryngeelomee Support Group/2
p.m./private dining room of MurrayCalloway County Hospital.
Hazel Center/open 10 a.m.-2 p.m./for
senior citizens' activities.
-

%%eats ('enter/open 9 am •4 pm Nor
senior citizens' activities
AA and Al-Anon/8 p.m /open to
ses,onvcrs/American _Legit" Building.
South Sixth- and Maple Streets
Info/753 8136 or 435-4314
Singles of First Christian Church/6-30
p.m at Pagliaes
Hazel Lodge No. 831 Free and Accepted
Masons/7.30 pm lodge hall
Main Street Youth Center/205 North
Fourth St./ope.n 6 11 p m info/
753-TEEN.
Games,1 p- m /Murray Moose Lodge
Wrather West Kentucky Museum/open
8:30 a m.-4:15 pm.
National Scouting Museum open 9
a.m.-4730 pm.
Land Between the Lakes- events include
Planetarium Show/II a in., I. 2 and 3
p m.A'isitor Center: Foist Preservation
depending on garden yields. Iron
Industry/10.30 am. and 1.30 pm (Home place; Deer Up Close/10 a.m , Snakes and
Turtles/I p.m.., Eagles Up Close/2 p.m.
Red Wolves/3 p m /Nature Center.
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TEMPTATIONS, INC.
Restaurant --.8z Catering

VKWAY
•Gniled Quail
'
Perk Chopin
•Fetturrme Alfredo w Shrimp
•Vilet Mignon

SUNDAY
Pepper Steak. Velum. &dud,
Bread. Freoh Prod
Entree, Served Wah Vetere ond House Salad

Tur,Fri. 11-2

102 South Btti • Murray
753-8116

Fri. Nite lit•9 Kari. MI,

Wal.Mart Portrait Studio[

NEW! NEW! NEW!
Now Two
Packages!
CHOOSE ONE

PACKAGE!

PACKAGEI!
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Contract Bridge

Good Management Pays Off
East dealer.
Unfortunately, he played the king
Both sides vulnerable.
and went down one,losing two clubs
NORTH
and three hearts, all told.
•K 106
It is hard to blame South for the
V 8 74
misguess in clubs, as he could just as
•A Q 3
easily have been right by playing the
•Q 6 5 2
king as the ten. He did not have the
WEST—
-EAST
advantage of seeing the East-West
4 .1 7 4
curds.
•Q 9 3 2
__IPK653
.1.1.0 92 __Nevertheless_ the _fact _is _that
+65 •J 109 7 4
South misplayed the hand. He had a
+5 46 A,l4
100 percent shot at the contract, and
SMITH
did not avail himselfof it. He should
•A 8 5
have won the opening diamond lead
'V A Q
in dummy and played a low club to
• K82
the nine.This would have put him on
K 109 7 3
firm ground, whatever the distribuThe bidding:
tion.
. .
East
South West North
If the worst happened and the
Pass
1 NT
3 NT
Pass
nine lost to the jack, the contract
Opening lead — jack of diamonds.
would still have been unassailable.
Assume you're in three notrump Whatever Westreturned.South could
and West leads a diamond. How next force out-the ace ofclubs and so
would you play the hand?
assure nine tricks consisting ofthree
The actual declarer won the dia- clubs, three diamonds, a heart and
mond with the king and led a low two spades.
club to the queen. East took the ace
The contract was certain from
and returned thejai*ofhearts.South. the start, regardless of how the clubs
finessed the queen,losing to the king, or any other suit was divided. All
and hack came a heart, dislodging South had todo wasto recognize that
the ace.
he could afford two club losers —
Declarer led a diamond to the provided he lost the first one to West.
queen and returned a club,on which who could do'him no harm with any
East followed low. The outcome now return. In the actual case, the club
depended on whether-South went up finesse at trick two would have
with the king or finessed the ten. yielded ten tricks.
Tomorrow: Bidding quiz

TIPS
FOR
LIPS
411.1er

.Mylar & Latex Balloons
•Custom Design Country Crafts
'Decorative Mugs & Assorted Candy
'Girt Baskets
•New Arrivals Everyday
•Free Delivery
'Monthly lagoon baguet Speektle

753-5242

gr HEARTLAND'S .
4
COUNTRY CHARM
44 South 12th • Murray
(next to The Edge)
Hours:
10-6, M-Sat

flappY

• is-

Birthday 4)4'

Are your lips average? Full?
Thin? Uneven? Let me show
you the proper application
techniques that can enhance
your features. Call today for
your free consultation.
4
.44...
1

MA Ry KAy

FACE-Tb-FACE BEAUTY ADVICE'.

Susan Cunningham
Independent Beauty Consultant
Sales Director
-

753-2207
Career Opportunity
Available

Portraits
. Wal-Afart Price

s4.88

92.88

NO SITTING FEE

NO SIT TING FEE

2 BIG 10 x 13s. 4-8x10S. 6-517.s'
30 Wallets. 12 Billfolds

]
2-8s1IFS. 7-5x1s*. 10 Wallets
and 18 Mini-Portraits =

and 27 Mini-Portraits =

32 Portraits
SPECIAL CELEBRATION — Mrs. Cindy Dunn, left, and one of
her daughters, Suzanne Parrish, right, share the same birthday.
Cindy was born July 9, 1957, and Suzanne was born July 9, 1983,
both at the Murray-Calloway County Hospital. Dr. Conrad II.
Jones, center, delivered both the mother and the daughter and
they recently came to his oMce at Murray Woman's Clinic to have
their picture made with him and to show appreciation for his services. Mrs. Dunn, wife .of Daniel Dunn, has another daughter.
Meagan Jo Parrish, born Dec. 12, 1985, and a son, Jason Parrish,
born March 16, 1978. Cindy and Suzanne were honored at a
Barbecue-Pool party and fireworks at the home of Melissa-and
Kenny Green. Eleven persons were present.

81 Portraits

SHOOTING DAYS DATES: Thursday thru
Monday, July 8-12
4141'
PHOTOGRAPHER HOURS: Daily 10 a.m.-7 p.m.
Sunday 12-6 p.m.
A fro}
HWY. 641 NORTH, MURRAY

-GOSPEL
MEETING'

Country5ide
HEALTH CARE
Application and inquiry for residency are now being considered for
Countryside Health Care, Highway 62,

Baffoons for
all Occasions

Portraits
Wril.Mart Price

1 July 1145'

Nestled among the lush rural surroundings iif Carlisle County. this
stunning long term care facility will begin its skilled nursing, service
to arearesidents within the next fow weeks. In efforts in serve,the
Community more effectively we will be l.,ing inquiru7s and receiving ariplications for admissions at this tinic

at
Coldwater Church ofChrist

•

.Listed below are -just some of the man
tions that will be available:
• Vibrant and spacious interior
• Both private and semi-private
rooms
• Skilled professional 24 hour •
nursing service
• Individualized, nutritional program
- • Aggressive rehabilitative services
including speech. physical and
occupational therapies
• Recreational. religious and social
activities with chel and meditation facilities in house

s,.rvices and accommoda-

• Accur.-er and

VIRGIL HALE

prompt medication

of Green Plains Church of Cho -4
enance and house
•.
d-17Prietintl.;
wrcices
• lndiviiitiallv r ontrolled heating
svstern
and
• -All supportive medical services

Sunday Schock 9:30 a.m.
Morning Services: 10:15 a.m.
Evening Services: 6:00 p.m.

• ‘r(
SirtatT-f2;::(ithe art auxihan medico!

Mon.-Thurs.Servicesareat7;30p.m.

iosmetologists services
tPne7t
•e
bgcr.-irins
• OuidooT recreational areas
including stocked Misr..

'A

-

It

Warm Welcome AWaits Everyone'

1. 1:A'i

To receive further information or to arrange an admission please
contact Sharon Boaz, or Jennifer Roach (502) 628-5424. Monday
through Friday from the hours of 9:00 amt. to 300 p.m.
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Ex-'Bred debuts with giant win
Expo rookie Rueter hurls two-hitter

Rueter's rise
not surprising
to former coach
By DAVID RAMEY
Murray Lodger & Times Staff Writer
Former Murray State pitcher
Kirk Rueter's major league
debut was nothing short of a
success.

-4.4.4454

4,4- •

The former Thoroughbred
hurler tossed 8 1-3 innings of
shutout baseball for the Montre- 7 al .E-ipOs 'against the San Francisco Giants Wednesday in
Montreal's Olympic Stadium.
And his old college pitching
coach, Mike Thicke, couldn't
be happier.
"I think it's an understatement to say that he had a good
start," Thicke said. •
Rueter, a native of Hoyleton,

KIRK RUETER
HL started his Murray State
career in 1989. In his first two
years,' he had a record of 9-10
and an ERA of 3.85.
But the lefthander blossomed
in 1991, going 11-2, striking
out 72 in 82 2/3 innings and
finishing second in NCAA
Division I with an ERA of 1.20.
He paced the Thoroughbreds to
a regular season Ohio Valley
• TURN TO PAGE 9

MONTREAL (AP) — The faced just three batters in every
odds were stacked against Kirk inning but the first, eighth and
Rueter, but the Montreal Expos' ninth in stopping the Giants'
pitcher beat them and the San three-game winning streak and
Francisco Giants 3-0 Wednesday the Expos' three-game losing
night in an outstanding major- streak.
"That's what worries me about
league debut.
Rueter allowed two hits over 8
yong pitcheis," Giants manager
1-3 innings, and Larry -Walker Dusty Baker said. "If you don't
and Moises Alou homercd as the get them early and take their conMontreal Expos cooled off the fidence away, they get rid of their
San Francisco Giants 3-0 Wed- jitters and end up being pretty
tough.
nesday night.
"That wil be a special one for
"That's just about the finest
the rest of...my lire," Rueter said. - game -I've -seen a ming pitch&
Rueter allowed a leadoff walk
throw in a long time."
and a single, then retired the next
In their previous three games,
18 batters.
the Giants had stored 33 runs on
"I was scared to death," Rue- 44 hits. They had beaten the
ter said. "It was not the situation
Expos six straight times.
that's what I dreaded
Rueter left after walking Steve
th mos , getting those two guys Scarsonc with one out in the
on first, then having to face Will
ninth. John Wetteland got the
Clark and Barry Bonds.
final two outs -for his 19th save.
"But it turned out OK."
"I wish I could have left him
The 22-year-old left-hander
to finish the game," Expos mana-

ger Felipe Alou. "But I have a
job to do and we had a good shot
at saving the win for the boy."
Rueter walked Will Clark to
start the seventh, but the Expos
turned an inning-ending double
play. Rueter struck out five and
walked three in beating San Francisco rookie Greg Brummett
(1-2).
Walker led off the second with
his 11th homer, the only hit
Brummett allowed until Darrin
Fletcher's two-out single in the
fifth':
Alou, who had two home runs
on Tuesday, hit his 10th against
Jeff Brantley in the seventh.
Rueter began the year with
Double-A Harrisburg, where he
went 5-0 with a 1.36 ERA to lead
the Eastern League.- He was
promoted to Triple-A Ottawa in
early June, going 4-2 with a 2.70
ERA, before being called up on
Monday.

All-Star Game undergoes changing of guard
By RONALD BLUM
AP Sports Writer
NEW YORK (AP) — Change is the name of the game
when it comes to the 1993 All-Stars.
Ozzie Smith's out and Barry Larkin's in. It's so long to
Benito Santiago and hello to Darren Daulton.
Half of the 16 players elected by fans to Tuesday's game
at Baltimore will be first-time starters, and some of them
were surprised they finished first in the fan voting
announced Wednesday.
"It's a scary thought that the fans want to see me play,"
Philadelphia first baseman John Kruk said. "What is society coming to these days?"
Society, it seems, is tired of the old faces and wants new
names. And since fans vote for the starters, they get what
they want.
"Going into the year, I wouldn't have guessed I'd be
voted in over guys like (Mark) McGwire, (Cecil) Fielder

and (Frank) Thomas," said Toronto's John Olcrud, the AL on the voting list at 3,074,603, the most votes
a player
starter at first base. "It means a lot to me to be with such received since Davey Lopes of the Los Angeles
Dodgers
an elite group."
got 3,862,403 in 1980. Bonds got his first All-Star start
Florida third baseman Gary Sheffield not_only became a last year, when he was with Pittsburgh.
first-time starter, he became the first player elected from
"Well, I earned it," Bonds said. "It wasn't given to me.
an expansion team. The penny-pinching Padres traded him I've worked very hard, especially
with'4-he big contract
from San Diego to the Marlins on June 24.
deal.''
K
"When the fans vote you in, you know, your standing in
Ken Griffey Jr., who last year made his family the first
baseball," Sheffield said. "I knew people respected me on father-son combo to hit All-Star
homers, topped AL playthe field, but I didn't know how much."
ers with 2,696,918 votes. Griffey, just 23, will start for the
There are five first-time starters in the NL: Kruk, Shef- fourth straight season,.
He also was the top AL vote-getter
field. Philadelphia's Daulton at catcher, Cincinnati's Lark- in 1991.
in at shortstop and Atlanta outfielder, David Justice. The
"I'm excited," he said. "I was hoping Dave Winfield
first-time starters in the AL are Olerud, Texas catcher Ivan was voted in so I could
steal 'his jersey."
Rodriguez and Blue Jays outfielder Joe Carter.
Winfield might make it, yet. The rest of the teams will
"I definitely had quite a first half but it still comes as be announced today.
Toronto, which leads the AL East,
kind of a surprise," said Olcrud, who is hitting .401.
had the most starters with three: Olcrud, Carter and second
There also are some old names, but even they're sort of
new. San Francisco Giants outfielder Barry Bonds was first • TURN TO PAGE 9

NATIONAL LEAGUE

The Philadelphia Phillies — an
overnight success story in more
ways than one.
Not only have the Phils gone
from last place last year to first
place this year, they've developed a bit of a habit of winning
baseball games in the middle of
the overnight shift.
The latest chapter in their latenight exploits Came Wednesday
night when they beat the Dodgers
7-6 in 20 innings in a game that
lasted six hours and 10 minutes
and ended at 1:47 a.m. EDT.
It .was the longest game by
innings this season and the

longest in the majors since Los
Angeles beat Montreal 1-0 in 22
innings on Aug. 23, 1989.
This was the second late-night
adventure for the Phillics in just
six days. Last Friday, they played
a doubleheader with, the San
Diego Padres that lasted 12 hours
— including six hours of rain
delays — and ended at 4:41 a.m.

Any insurance company can simply sell insurance, but
at Shelter, were committed to more than that. We
believe in personal service, so you can expect the
best possible attention when you buy one of our
policies, when you want to change something. and
when you have to file a claim.

Life Home Car
Farm Business
SHELTER
INSUR AN(

mar

By JOHN MOSSMAN
AP/ Sports Writer

NATIONAL LEAGUE
Wednesday's Games
San Diego 2, New York 0
Cincinnati 4, Chicago 3
Montreal 3, San Francisco 0
St. Louis 3, Atlanta 1
Pittsburgh 5, Houston 2
Colorado 6, Florida 5
Philadelphia 7, Los Angeles 6j20)

Service is the
major difference
between insurance
companies. And we
take it personally.

Associated Press file photo
Raymond Floyd is a likely candidate to win this week's U.S.
Senior Open in Denver.

We'll always be there for you.
(
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Yankees continue losing ways on West Coast
By MICHAEL FLAM
AP Sports Writer
The New York Yankees are
tempting fate, just daring Toronto
to run away with the American
League East.
The Blue Jays, however, don't
seem to want to settle things just
yet.
The Yankees have lost five of
six games on a dreadful West

Coast trip and still have four to
play against the California
Angels, yet tpy're still only two
games behiha the front-running
Blue Jays.
A six 01-seven losing skid by
the defending World Series
champs has enabled the Yankees
to stay the same distance from
first place as they were eight
days ago when they had, won four
straight.

As Low As

Shelier Insurance Cos . Home Office 1817W Broadway. Colwritaa, MO 65218

DENVER — Seniors beware!
Ray Floyd has pronounced himself not only ready for the U.S.
Senior Open, but playing the best
golf of his life.
If only his balky putter would
cooperate, Floyd just might run
away and hide from the rest of
the field.
Twelve of the 13 previous winners are entered, including
defending champion Larry
Laoretti, Jack Nicklaus (1991),
Lee Trevino (1990) and Arnold
Palmer (1981). The tour's leading
money-winner, Mike Hill, has
withdrawn, but runnerup Bob
Charles is competing, making it
one of the most competitive
fields (If the year.
Competitive, that is, unless
Floyd gets that look in his eyes
— a signal that all bets are off.
On Wednesday, about 16 hours

59

WAREHOUSE TIRE
400 Industrial Rd • Murray • 753-1111

AMERICAN LEAGUE
Wednesday's Games
Detroit 8, Minnesota 4
Milwaukee 7, Texas 6
Oakland 3, Cleveland 0
Seattle 6, New York 5
California 7, Boston 6
Chicago 5, Toronto 2
Baltimore 8, Kansas City 3
A 6-5 loss Wednesday to the
Seattle Mariners was the Yank-

ees' fourth one-run defeat since
they hit the road.
"We've come to expect adversity, that adversity is always
going to be there," manager
Buck Showalter said. "We didn't
play particularly well.—
Ken Griffey Jr. and ex Yankees Tim Leary and Jay Buhncr did the most damage
Wednesday.

"Check with Bob for the
lowest competitive price"

Call 75304563
For nstallation and Service
512 South 12th St., Murray
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before the first tee times, Floyd
sounded a warning.
"Right now," he said, "I'm
playing golf better than I've ever
played in my life. At no time in
my life have I ever played golf
this well."
And this comes from a golfer,
now 50, who has won 22 times
on the regular PGA Tour, including two PGA Championships, one
Masters and one U.S. Open, and
who has proved to be a terror on
the Senior PGA Tour as well.
Having competed is a senior for
less than a year, he already owns
four victories, and this season he
ranks fifth on the money list with
5441,300.
"I. have -been a much better
putter, but never a better ba11\1..
striker," Floyd said. "I'm driving longer and straighter than I
ever have. I'm hitting more
greens. I've had a fabulous short

AMERICAN LEAGUE

Grand Classic Tires
95

Harold "Jack" Romaine
Licensed in KY & TN
759-1033 or 753-0873
401 S. 12th St. - Murray

ST. LOC/1S (AP) — Resurgent Joe Magrane said a minor
adjustment was all he needed
to regain the form that allowed
him to win five in a row.
Magrane, who lost his last
start, outpitched run-starved
Greg Madduz and the St.
Louis .Cardinals beat the
Atlanta Braves 3-1 Wednesday
night.
"I was putting the ball over
the_ middle of-the platc.,in thyr
last start, but I re-established
myself on the inside part of
the plate tonight, and' that
made all the difference."
Magrane (8-7) was shelled
for five runs in four innings in
his last start against Houston,
a 7-1 toss.
The victory made - him a
career .500 pitcher-'it 51-51.
Maddux gave up a leadoff
walk, then retired nine straight
until the fourth when Ozzie
Smith reached second when
the pitcher threw his high hopper away for an error. Smith
was credited with a single on
the play.
Smith went to third on
Gregg Jefferies' bloop single
and scored on a -sacrifice fly
by Todd Zeile. Jefferies stole
second, took third on Bernard
Gilkey's single and scored on
Brian Jordan's sacrifice fly.
Zcile and Gilkey had consecutive doubles in the eighth,
and only a diving catch by left
fielder Ron Gant on a liner by
Jordan prevented another run.
The , Braves scored in the
fourth on a leadoff walk to
Gant, a stolen base, and a double off the left-field wall by
Brian Hunter.

Floyd feels old fire
before Senior Open

Mlles spend Wednesday
_ beating L.A. in 20 innings
By CHRIS SHERIDAN
AP Sports Writer

Magrane
finds form
to win 3-1
over Braves
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111 Rueter's rise not surprising...
FOOTBALL
ATLANTA (AP)-After waiting a week for N Davis' approval. the 4tlars•
ta Falcons completed a trade with the Los Angeles Raiders for Eric Dickerson. the NFL's No. 2 career rusher with 13.169 yards. In return for Dickerson. the Raiders get a conditional sixth-round choice in the 1994 draft.
The pick reportedly becomes a fifth-rounder if Dickerson rushes for at
least 1,000 yards. Dickerson. 32, and the Falcons agreed last week on a
contract reportedly loaded with incentives because of his age.

a

LOCAL BASEBALL
CONNIE MACK

res.

By sweeping a pair of•games from Marshall County, the Murray Express
wrapped up the Connie Mack league championship Wednesday night.
Murray. 26-7 overall and 10-0 in league play, won the first game 4-0 and
the second game, 6-2.
In the first game. Jay Herndon threw a 1-hater for the victory. Wesley
CogdeU added strength at the plate, going 3-for-3 with a single. doublb
and triple. Matt Dennis and Jeremy Lattimer also added hits.
Ken Carmode was the winning pitcher in the second game with Sean
Waller earning the save. At the plate, Clay Cowan went 2-for-2 with Cogdell, Dennis, Casey Williams, Shane Schroader and Adam Furgerson all
adding hits.
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PARK LEAGUE
Furches Farms defeated Shoe Sensation 20-17 in the Park League
Tournament. Trent Travis, Sam Wilson and Ben Anderson all went 3-for-3
for Furches. For Shoe Sensation, Dominique Hudspeth and Derrick
Chandler each had four hits and _Tyyir Bqggess collected three
--"•Thiodcraftele defeated Mr.;Gatti's
Woodcrafters was led by:
Kyle Erwin, triple, two doubles; Cody White, three singles; Brandon
Steele, double, two singles; Nathan Jones, three singles; Dustin Sutton.
double, two singles; Chris Westphal, three singles; Blake Hoover, two singles; and Aaron Maddox, Bobby Banks, Roger Jones and Jordyn Dublin
all had hits. For Mr. Gatti's: Matthew Armstrong, three singles;- Brandon
Stone, two doubles; Dillon Volp, three singles; Austin Swain, triple, double, single; Aaron Herndon, double, single; Daniel Dycus, home run, triple:
and Josh Bybee and Brandon Wells each had singles.
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FROM PAGE 8
game my whole career.
"The one weakness in my
game right now is putting. When
I putted well years ago, 1 could
run the tables. I've played a lot
of rounds in the last three or four
years when I shoot 68 or 69, but
15 years ago they might have
been low 6es. I just don't sustain
the level of putting or get as hot
-as 1 used to. That's- the only
difference."
Putting tends -to he a problem
for many seniors, and most attribute it to frayed nerves. Floyd
doesn't agree.
"I have a theory it's your
senses, your vision, feel and
touch. I don't think it's anything

else. I don't see that my nerves
are any different than they' were
20 years ago."
Of course, Floyd is a rare
breed who still competes successfully on the regular tour.
"I'm really not into senior golf
yet, believe it or not," Floyd
said. "My heart is on the regular
tour. But whether I'm playing on
the regular tour or in Japan or
Europe or Australia or with theseniors, I approach it the sdnie
-way. I come to play, to do the
best I can. I think my pride won't

allow me to approach a golf tournament any other way."
Floyd says the key to winning
at Cherry Hills Country Clab this
week is keeping the ball out of
the punitive rough.
"You're going to have to play
out of the fairway, that's number
one," Floyd said. -"If you miss
fairways - you're going to miss a
lot of zreeps,.
"1 think in any- USGA setup,
it's imperative that you play- from
the fairway. Even though the
rough here is not a U.S. Open

"With the quality of this golf
course. I wouldn't foresee someone who has not won before winning here," Floyd said..

OIL CHANGE SPECIAL

305 N. 12th St., Murray
(next to Century 21)

733-9627

Offer Good Thru July 31

Like a good neighbor,
State Farm is there.
State Farm Insurance Companies

Includes 5 quarts Premium Oil, Filter and Lube.
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type rough, it's still se% ere for
senior play."
Obscure club pros have
three major senior titles in the
last three years, including Tom
Wargo's triumph at this year's
PGA Seniors Championship and
Laoretti's win in last year's
Senior Open. Floyd, however,
doesn't expect that to happen

YOUR CAREFREE
VACATION
STARTS HERE

'See me for all your family insurance needs'

baseman Roberto Alomar and
outfielder Joe Carter. Philadelphia, which leads the NL East, had
the most starters with two and
might get. a third if Lenny
Dykstra replaces injured Pittsburgh outfielder Andy Van Slyke.
"I wouldn't mind seeing that
guy leading off in any All-Star
game," Daulton said.
Returning starters in the NL
include Chicago second baseman
Ryne Sandberg, elected for the
eighth straight time and the ninth
time in 10 years, Bonds and Van
Slyke, elected for the second
straight time. Larkin stopped the
10-year starting streak of St.
Louis shortstop Smith.
"I've had a great run at it.
What else is there for me to
say?" Smith said,. "It's been nice
because the fans take the time to
punch- your name out on the
ballot."
•
Baltimore shortstop Cal Ripken
Jr7 kads. AL returnees. He will
_start -for . the 10th consecutive,
season. Wade Boggs of the New York
Yankees was elected at third base
for the seventh consecutive year,
and will start for the eighth
straight time overall (he replaced
Kansas City's George Brett in
1986).

int ovation from the Montreal
crowd in the sixth and in the
eighth innings when he batted.
After being taken out in the
ninth. Rueter was given another
ovation by the crowd, and was
called out by the crowd to tip
his hat.
"Kirk has a lot of God-given
ability, but 3 lot of it is mental," Thicke said. "He's not a
cocky person, but he's very •
confident out ou the mound."

had walked just three in -ST
innings at Class AAA Ottawa.
walked Darren Lewis to start
the game and then surrendered
a hit to Steve Sarsonne. But he
struck out Will Clark, got Barry
Bonds to bounce out to first,
and then struck Willie McGee
to end the threat.
He gave up just one hit the
rest of the way, and got a stand-

•Floydfeels oldfire...

Jane Rogers Ins.

FROM PAGE 8

A

a young junior," Thseke
said. "His body matured. Each
year. he got a little stronger."
After the 1991 season, Rueter
was drafted in the 18th round
by the Expos. He spent the season at West Palm Beach, before
spending all of 1992 at Class A
Rockford in the Midwest
League.
On Wednesday, Rueter, who
was

SCOREBOARD

III All-Star...
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Conference title.
Thicke, who was the MSU
pitching coach during Rueter's
Career, and was named to succeed Johnny Reagan as MSU
coach earlier this year,. said
Rueter's maturity led to hii)
turnaround.
"lie's just 22 years old right
now, and when he was here, he

$1395

Horn* Offices: Bloomington, Illinois

AIR CONDITIONING SPECIAL

MAJOR LEAGUES
All Times CDT
AMERICAN LEAGUE
East Division
W
Pct. GB
Toronto
576
49 36
New York
47 38
553 2
Diarcal
548 2V.
46 38
Baltimore
45 39
,
636
&MUM
506 6
42 41
ClevMand
471
40 45
9
lAkvaukee
415 13'•
34 48
West Division
W
L Pct. GB
Chicago
524
43 39
(anus City
512 1
42 40
Calfornia
40 42
488 3
Tens
488 3
42
40
Sue*
492 37,
41
44
Oakland
37 43
463 5
Minnesota
35 46
432 7.4
Thursday's Gemas
Boston (Dodson 6-5) at Oakland (Van Poppel 0-0).
305 pm.
Taus (Rogers 5-6) at Toronto (Moms 5-91 6.35
m
Chicago (Bare 3-3) et BaMmore (Sutcliffe 8-37
6 35 P
.
Mnnesols (Tapani 3-10)11 Milwaukee (Bones 5-5).
706 pm
r DONA (Moore 5-5) at Kansas City (Cone 6-8). T'31
m
New York (Perez 5-7) at California (Hathaway 1-1)
905 pm.
Only games scheduled

PluladelbP a
Si Louis
Montreal
Chicago .
Pittsburgh
Flonda
New York

41
44
47

25

57

494

95
Includes 3 Ih.
Freon if .
no
.
ey

14

476 15,
414 19
305 29

West Main Chevron

Pct.
GB
659 565

56

29

48
43
42

37
39
40

San Cogs

43
33

43
52

500 13,
398 23

COlciatto

3C

53

361

Cincinnati

$9

Entire system machine checked for performance. Entire
system checked for leaks.

Wtst Division

San Franosca
Atlanta
Los Angeles
Houston

Q

Offer Good Thru July 31

NATIONAL LEAGUE
East Division
Pct.
W IL
GB
56 29
659. 49 34
590 6
44
40
524 11,
40
40
3
.6

Total Price

524
512

17',

1417 West Main

Chevron

Thursday a Games
Cincinnati fluehours 1-0) at Chicago (Castillo 2-51
20 pm
Florida (Rapp 001 at Colorado (leskaruc 0 1). 405
fn
Los'Angeles (Gross 6-7 and Nichols 0 Ci al New
York (Telgt,edisi 3-0 and Holman 0-31. 2 4 10 p or
Sin Diftg0 (Greg Hauls 8 81.at klonlmai Martinez
9-51. 635 pm
San Francisco (Suft 305) is Philadelphia (Jack
r
Soh 7-53635 di
Pittsburgh (Smith 0-2) at HOutaoh (Kis 91). 705
m
Atlanta (Avery 9-21 at St 1.0011 (Watson 001 7 35
RI

Jane Rogers Insurance
305 N. 12th (Next To Century 21) 753-9627

.

a-- 11111111
44

SALE

Just

With leasing. your options are as accommodating
as the new Merolry.Yillager's interior. S350.85 per month for 1993 Mercury Villager CS with option package bY2A with 24 month Ford Credit Red Carpet Lease

Engine Overhaul Kits

•mo

better
r
drivthan I
more
; short

(Ford 302)
Ki #

Re-Ring Kit

227-7

$187.40

$84.33 1616-6

SutTur 17 Konatata orPlaan Top Rings. NAPA Gasket, Con Pod
Beg Seta & Plaatigagel

Now
$193.08 $86.89
List

IConwsta of
Top Rings NAPA Gimitets Con Pod
ling Seta. Main Fifa Seta & Plaatigagel

tst

Cam, Lifter 302-4
$76.49 668-4 $226.78 $102.06
$169.96
'Consists of compete set of qualley NAPA WIers/cam foamier.
iConaiata of comp/rue art of qualbry NAPA Wler•/‘
& Timing Kit new camshaft. cam lube & tuning oomponentai
followers. new tfirnahaft. ram
& taming comprmental

at since

Block Kit

t adveralways
nanager
c didn't

d ex iy Buham age

302-2

$271.54

$122.20 668-2

(Consists of complete set of quality NAPA pistons. Perfect turtle
piston milts rant neanngs. and • lull art of NAPA gaiiket•

302-1

Rod &
Main Kit

$65.20

$307.92

Iriqdc the Desk 3)93 Ysler:ur) Villager.
can seat as man, as wsen people in the
IW creJte as inans
.utmosi
14 different seating/cargo space arraii.ge
mems tii accoinint+date tiur speciriL
• traitsportahaufttirds_ Leasuis.!.a no.%

$138.57

(Consists of complete set .4 .itiality NAPA piati.n• Perky,
merle prawn twigs •m beam a• and•full art of NAPA
studs I

$29.34 668-1

1Con•,sis of quality NAPA ROD and main beams seta &
Plamaga(e)

$72.20

lerctir Villager can he lust act:numb
thiing to!
pour...To:ilk financial need,

$32.49

IConsials of quallty NAPA rnd arid main neanra art• &
Pta spin ae

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

350"

Tinted glass
Front-wheel drive
Rear window washer/wiper
AM/FM stereo cassette
Luggage rack
Tilt steering
Underseat storage and more'

PER MONTH FOR 24 MONTHS

Master Kit*

•

753-2593 1111001

25,

302-124

$506.70

$228.02 668-124 $606.90 $273.11

fConaista of Rod & Main Beams Kit. Biota Kit Can, Lifter &
Tynan. Comp Kit.
'Oil Pum • & Ea • nsion Plug Km

24 monthly

(Consists of Rot/ & Main Rearms Isit. 15,y It Kit.(•nt 14fte
& Timing Comp kit.
'Oil Pump& Ertansion Plug lilt!

lease

payments'

Refundable security

3350 Kb

.

deposit

.

31,000 00

Down payment

*Buy a Master Kit and receive a free
oil pump and expansion kit. Chevy #302-9 valued at
$44.34 or Ford #668-9 valued at $49.68.

Total cash due
Total amount

offer a complete line of Engine Kits for all makes and models.
Call or visit your NAPA Auto Parts Store for competitive prices.
Offer expires July 31, 1993.
Complete
.ftv:turie
oPKE
ptliteiciv
At NAPA You Always Get What You Pay For!

$375 00

at lease Inception'

$1,725$5

of monthly payment.

58,420 40

•411111”xii--

We

and that's why we put our name on
what we sell!

Murray Auto Parts
1300 North 12th Street • 753-4424

PARKER FORD LINCOLN-MERCURY
701 Main St.,

Murray (502) 753-5273

•

Available

FORD
MERCURY
LINCOLN

INAPAI
MI!

•
IWO II loam maws
imisanstwin magma tits. was. snit beer faa wilt • 14 north timed wt• Rol Carpi boor Iran Ford emit lama mg
his. We spawn bat
M welfare the werria at Maw good e e one* to Is foopodolod onth the deal. to Woo orropkoom Iamb. nomporodlio
mean omit lad War sad do Sit pro ado dam
dolormoned by Ford (radio
dr
ieZto 11...mso adoort l• ergot SIRIVRd sod troorolabty
row
ealt ollee.ca lvelirlawmaeauseellit. _
t Nod FLOOD gosh down mound
'RI.7211.4d
lame parsent. din
M, wordrild

•

•

WNW UMW

PAN 10
-

.

1101111•01111. JAY I ION

TINS

.2
•

.
'•

•
•

Classified

`•

dr-

.;

) 1101 .,
‘

DEADLINES
Deadlines are It days in advance and are as follows
Friday 3 p.m.
Monday Edition
Saturdey 10 a.m.
Tuesday Edition
Monday 3 p.a.
Wednesday Edition
Tuesday 3 p.m.
Thursday Edition
Wedseeday 3 p.m.
,
Fnday Edition
Thursday 3 p.m
Saturday Edition
ANNitit \t IKNIIIEN I S

Legal

010
020
025
030
040
05t)

FARMERS

Notice
Notice

Fereasiele
Card of Thanks
In Memory
Lout & Found
EMPLOY ME\

060 .
070 ...

Help Wanted
.Dornissuc & Childcare

. Business

100

Instruction

110

365

300

Business Rentals

420

Hume Loans

310

Want To Rent

43*)

Real Estate

Motorcycles 320
Auto Services
Auto Parts
Used Cars 330

Apartment* For Rent

540

For Trade

480
485
490

. Free Column

495
SOO

Vans
Used Trucks

Wanted

510
520

Campers
Boats & Motors

Rooms For

Rent

440

340

Houses For Rent

450

360

For Rent or Lease

accounts has been filed
in the Calloway District Court by Robert O.
Miller, Administrator,
Of the estate of Otis
Lamb, deceased. Exceptions to this settlement intist-be- filed-in
the Calloway District
Court on or before 9:00
a.m., July 19th, 1993,
the date of the hearing.
Ann P. Wilson
Circuit Court Clerk
settlement of
accounts has been filed
in the Calloway District Court by Nancy
Winburn,
Administratrix,of the estate of
William T. Briggs, deceased. Exceptions to
this settlement must
be filed in the Calloway
District Court on or before 9:00 a.m., July
19th, 1993, the date of
the hearing.
Ann P. Wilson
Circuit Court Clerk
A final

A final settlement of
accounts has been filed
in the Calloway District Court by James
Garrison,
Ancillary
Executor, of the estate
of Ray Treon, Sr., deceased. Exceptions to
this settlement must
be filed in the Calloway
District Court on or before 9:00 a.m., -July,
19th, 1993, the date of
the hearing.
Ann P. Wilson
Circuit Court Clerk
A final settlement of
accounts has been filed
in the Calloway District Court by Faye
Coles and Leta Ray,
Co-Executrixes, of the
estate
of
Novella
Moore, deceased. Ex.ceptions to this settlement must be filed in
the Calloway District
Court on or before 9:00
am. July 19th, 1993,
the date of the hearing.
Ann P. Wilson
.Circuit Court Clerk
A final settlement of
accounts has been filed
in the Calloway District Court by Helen
Irene Steffen, Executrix, of the estate of
Walter A. Steffen, deceased. Exceptions to
this settlement must
be filed in the Calloway
District Court on or before 9:00 a.m., July •
19th, 1993, the date of
the hearing.
Ann P. Wilson
Circuit Court Clerk
A final settlement of
accounts has been filed
in the Calloway District Court by Essie
Bailey.
Successor,
Trustee for The Rose
Mane Dobbins Trust.
Exceptions to this settlement must be filed
in the Calloway District Court on or before
9:00 a.m., July 19th,
1993, the date of the
hearing.
Ann P. Wilson
Circuit Court Clerk

•

Lots For Sale

Farms

460 . .....

.

For Sale

Humes For Sale

,
1
10 11 `, `11E

........Computer'
Sale Or Trade
Want To Bay
Amadei For Sale
Appliances
Hams Furrushings
-Antiques
Vacuum Cleaners
Sewing Machines
Heavy Equipment
Sports Equipment
Firewood
Musical
Miscellaneous
.................
T.V. & Radio
Pets & Supplies

Display Ads
$5.00 Column Inch
Display Ad.
40% Deseses lad lba.
NM Dement he Rim
(All 1 Ms Men Rea Wiling 6 Day Parsee
$1.75 per wawa ince son ter 11aseday(Seep
ping Coma)

Reader Ads:

....

130 .................For

140
150
155
160

Lake Property

165
170
180
195
200

210
220
240
260
380

The per word 95.00 minimum 1st
day. Se per word per day for each
additional consecutive day. 21.75
extra for shopper(hes. Classifieds
go into Shopping Guide.) $2.00 extra for blind box ads.

Yard Sale $7.50 Prepaid
A 42.00 fee will be required to
make any changes to ad after
deadline.

15n
Business
Ankles
Opportunity
For Salt
•
klAtstAbER for local busi- BE YOUR OWN BOSS. LAWN mower, Coast-toEarn $2500 partime to Coast, 22, 3.5hp, used
ness Needs to have a de
gree in Business Admi- $8000 fulltime per month season, $90. 492-8446
nistration Send resume to processing insurance
PO Box 1040 W, Murray, claims for 'physicians, LEER camper topper • for
dentists-other healthcare Ford swb pickup, like new.
KY 42071
providers. Software puch- 492-8600.
NOW taking applications ase required. plus compuUNIDEN satellite system
for middle age person for ter 1-800-7222-SAMS.with de-scrambler, needs
warehouse, set up, delivery, all around work Hon, HERSHEY-FRITO-LAY repair, $500 436-5383 afest & reliable Pick up appli- Best Vending Opportunity ter 5pm.
cation at Wiggins Furniture, of the 90's invest $14,500. WHEELCHAIR ramp with.
Hwy 641N between 9 5pm (25 coin-operated ma- treated lumber. 759-1420.
chines, approved locations
SALES lot manager company training.) Esti- WOLFF TANNING BEDS
needed. Great commis- mated
earnings New Commercial-Home
sion Ideal for retiree Call $1000-$2000 week
Units From $199. Lamps800-772-7883 ask for Jim 1-800-358-8382.
Lotions-Accessories.
Cook.
Monthly payments low as
$18. Call Today FREE
110
STOP LOOKING We'll pay
NEW Color Catalog-.
you to place tree classified
1-800-462-9197.
Instruction
ads Write. Paseo 187V.
161 S Lincolnway,_ N AuBE A RADIO AN-rora, IL 60542.
160
NOUNCER. On the job
Horne
THE BEST TEAM RAY ON training at local radio staFurnishings
THE ROAD CONVENANT tions. Train around work
TRANSPORT Our Top schedules. No experience COUCH & chair, dinette set
Team Earned Over required Call now for & bunkbeds, nice condition.
$85,000 Last Year Starting FREE
brochure_ 753-4076.
at $ 27 to $ 29 Per Mlle, 1-800-345-2344.
MOVING Sale. Washer
Paid Health and Life Insurand dryer set $150, kitchen
ance, Motel Layover Pay.
table & 4 chairs $100, tall
Loading/Unloading Pay,
five drawer dresser $20.
-Deadhead'Vacation Pay.
dresser & mirror $50. Call
Spouse Rider Program,
Solos Welcome, Truck PC service & training at 753-4374,
Driving School Graduates your location. Reasonable
rates.. No service call
Welcome
THEWS BARGAIN BIN
charge in Murray-Mayfield
1-800-441-4394
-'1109 Pogue Ave
area. Color printers from
759-9940
WANTED barmaids wait- $229.97. Call Hawkins ReClean Used Furniture,Apresses & dancers, $500 search today for appointpliances. and Misc. Items
plus weekly. Doll House ment. Calloway Co
Use Our Layaway Plan
Cafe, Paris, Tn
753-7001, Graves Co
We buy furniture.
901-642-4297 7pm-2am
247-9257.
060

100

Help
Wanted

Legal
Notice

LEGAL NOTICE
A final settlement of

\1

SA1

285 Mobile Home Lots For Rent

010

010

I ‘TE

Mobile Homes For Sale
For Sale Or Lease

Public Sale

570

REAL t
270

410

Opportunity

‘1,

Homes For Rent

280 ...

ews
470

•••• 1 ATE k

120

Ekteneinating
230
250 ................... Business Services
Heating And Cooling
290 .
530
Services Offered

311SCELLANE01 S

Situation Wanted

090

()12 I ILE HOURS: Mon.-Fri. a.m.-5 p.m.
Saturday 8 a.m.-12 p.m.
RE.ti

a. Farm Equipment
1)10
370 ......... Livestock & Supplies
390 .........
Poultry & Supplies
400
*
- Produce
Feed & Seed
550

Advertise's are requested to check the
Ant ineurtioa oftheir ads fee say error.
The Murray Ledger & Timm will be
reepeaMbis far only one incorrect Weertioa. Aay error should be reported
immediately so ciervectione can be
made.

753-1916

MAR Filh: 1

ClamillasLAsLitatiea

kp ( .XI I

REQUEST FOR BIDS
The Murray Board of Education will accept
bid proposals for Automotive, Comprehensive Automobile Fleet Coverage for the
insurance year beginning August 25, 1993.
Bids will be opened publicly on Tuesday,
August 10, 1993,at 12:00 noon at the Board
Office, 814 Poplar, Murray, KY 42071.
Specifications may be reviewed at the Boatd
Office Building at 814 Poplar, Murray, KY
42071.

t

The Panhandler

A final settlement of
accounts has been filed
in the Calloway District Couit by Joyce
Hamlin, Guardian for
Jayson Kelley, Minor
Child. Exceptions to
this settlement must
be filed in the Calloway GERMAN BOY 17. anxistrict-Court on or be- ously awaiting host family
Enjoys sports, reading,
fore 9:00 a.m., July computers. Other Scandi1993,
the
date
of
19th,
navian,. European high
the hearing.
school students arriving
Ann P. Wilson August. Call Elizabeth
Circuit Court Clerk (502) 762-2861 or
1-800-SIBUNG

Owen Food Market
1407 Main St.

12- & Chestnut

REGISTRY

Vada D. Grogan,
1306 Farris Ave., Murray, KY 42071 Deceased,Louis Douthitt,
1806 Coldwater Rd.,
Murray, KY 42071 Executor, Appt. 06-16-93.
Robert B. Walker,
Route 03 Box 448,Murray, KY 42071 Deceased, Pat Redden,
Route 03, Murray, KY
42071 Executor, Appt.
06-18-93, Stephen C.
At
Sanders, Main
Seventh St., Murray,
Kr' 42071 Attorney.
Roscoe
Clinton
Moore, Route 05 Box
Murray,
KY
600,
42071, Thelma Moore
Alton, Box 21 Hagerstown, IL 62247, Executrix, Appt. 06-2993, Stephen C. Sanders, Main at Seventh
St., Murray, KY 42071
Attorney."
Ann P. Wilson,
Circuit Court Clerk

Expenenced Teat cutter and meat wrapper
needed Apply in person

Pockets Shell

NOTICE TO
CREDITOR
The following estate
appointfiduciary
ments have been made
in the Calloway District Court. All claims
against these estates
should be filed with the
Fitz & Floyd
fiduciary within six
months of date ofqualDinnerware &
ification.
Accessories
c,
Hilmon Hugh Outland, Box 8.4 New Concord, KY 42076 DeDebra
G. ▪ Bel-Air Center
ceased,
Spann,1213 NorthSixteenth St., Murray,KY
42071 Executrix, Appt.
06-16-93, Gary Haver- AURORA Pizza Magic. GeSouth nuine hand tossed pizza,
stock,
211
fresh salads, sandwiches,
Twelfth St., Murray, gyros. Open all year at
ICY 42071 Attorney.
5pm. Closed Mon and
John Trevor Knight, Tues. 474-8119.
1107 Vine Street, Mur- 1-800-649-3604.
ray, KY 42071 Desales. Be happy.
ceased, Latrica A. AVON$8-$10hr. Part time,
Earn
Knight, Route 08 Box no inventory investment.
11, Murray, KY 42071 Free samples, product, kit,
and Patricia, Knight, training. 1-860-690-AVON.
1107 Vitle Street, Murray, KY 42071 Co-AdNURSING HOME
ministratrixes, Appt.
INSURANCE
06-16-93, Gary HaverAyellebleThru Age$4.
South
stock,
211
Our most comprehenTwelfth St., Murray,
KY 42071 Attorney.
sivepOliCY pays tor
Skiled. Intermediate or
James Hollie Jones,
Route 07 Box 290,MurCustodial Care. With
ray, KY 42071 DeMestficare's new guideceased, C. Eugene
lines kw__ confinement,
Jones, Route 01 Box
Nursing Home Insur135;Murray,KY 42071
ance is more important
Administrator, Appt.
than ever. For free infor06-16-93, Robert -0.
mation
Miller, 201 South Fifth
Calk ,
St., Murray, KY 42071
Attorney.
McConnell
Jerry
Hopkins,
Hersie
Insurance
Route *3, Benton, KY
42025 Deceased, Dar753-4199
'tree local claim service'
rell E. Hopkins, Route
01 Box 90-D, Calvert
City, KY 42029 Execu
tor, Appt. 06-16-93, MRS. THERESA, Reader
Gerald Bell, 211 South & Advisor. A 1rue born
Psychic, gifted from God
Twelfth St., Murray.,.,
''54-7904 calh for
KY 42071 Attorney:appointment

P. BRIDAL

Port-time
cashier
positions available
for evenings and
midnights. Needing
friendly. outgoing
people who are dependable and flexible. Must be able to
work weekends No
phone calls, apply in
person

ROGER Hudson Hauling.
Hudson Horse and Clothing Supply. 753-4545.
025

Personals
MEET 100's of nice singles.
Down Home Singles. Box
323-ML, Rogersville, TN
37857. 615-235-5003.
SPOUSE Abuse Hotline
759-4050. A United Way
Agency.

DRIVERS, over the road,
Van/Flat, 35 states, 1 year
experience verifiable start
25-28 -cents/mile with 3
years. Benefits Call
1-800-444-6648.
FRIENDLY HOME PARTIES _rir has openings for
demonlirators. No cash investment Part time hours
with full time pay. Two catalogs, over 700 items. Call
1-800-488-4875.
J.B. HUNT-Do you want
better pay? Do you want
more miles? Then call J.B.
Hunt: 1-800-845-2197. If
you have your CDL call:
1-800-368-8538. E0E/
Subject to drug screen.

COLORTYME. Now accepting applications from
self-confident persons. Job
includes customer relations
and deliveries. Positions
available in Murray. Mayfield and Paris Apply at
Colortyme in Murray.
DO you need a GED? Do
you need hope for the future and help to get a solid
career? We have 22 JOB
openings for people 16 thru.
21 that do not have a high
school diploma. Call
753-9378 Five days a week
between 8 00am-3.00pm
We are an EOE. This project is funded by the Western Kentucky Private Industry Council-JTPA
DRIVERSI_ OTR Flatbed,
Midwest/Southeast Same
$ Loaded!Empty +Bonus,
$100 sign on bonus. Call
Oliver Transportation
800-654-8377. Leasing

thru AFGI.

CLASSIFIED

WHY not have every afternoon off? Local insurance
office needs part time secretary (9 to 12) 5 days a
week Requires good typ"ing & computer skills Send
resume to PO BOx 1040V,
Murray, KY

Every Tuesday Night at 7:00
,

•

.(Doors open at 6.001

Knights of Columbus Had
KY 94 west to Johnny Robertson Road,
Mouth to Sq. His Road, right on Sq. Hake !load 114 mile
OPEN 10 THE PUBL IC

753-0466

YOUTH Minister, part-time
position (10-15 hrs per
week)for enthusiastic, well
organized person. Send resume to. First Presbyterian
Church, PO Box 435, Mayfield, KY 42066. For more_
information call Robert
247,-4554

NON PROF T ORCAN ZAITq:DN

P.O. Box 1033

Murray

America's Second Car

Ugly Duckling
CiVALE=Eam

070
Domestic
& Childcare

Locations Coast to Coast

HALEY'S AUTO SALES

ABSOLUTELY Glean! Ex
perienced, dependable
cleaning service. Home or
office. References Call
436-2569

Cars, Custom Vans, and Vans For Moving
Office: 753-6910
1-800-THE-DUCK

112 So. 12th
Murray, KY 42071

Lowest Rates in Town!
Daily, Weekly or Monthly Rates

WILL dean homes, cabins
or offices Days or nights
Reasonable rateS. Contact
Joy Sims at 753-1741

The Murray Board of Education is currently
accepting applicationsfor the following position:
Special Education Teacher at primary
school level. Certified in subject area. Halftime. One year position.
Deadline for Applications: Monday, August
2, 1993
The above position is for the 1993-94 school
year, 185 days.
Interested persons should submit an application to:
Murray Board of Education
814 Poplar Street
Murray, KY 42071
ATTN: Willie Jackson or Bob Lewis

WILL do house cleaning.
Call Jean 474-2131 nights.
WILL sit nights with elderly/
sick References & experience. Call 753-4590 leave
a message if no answer. I
will get back to you

,

ino
Business
Opportunity

050
Lost
And Found
LOST/Disappeared: from
Boone's Laundry between
06-01-93 to 06-10-93 Double wedding ring quilt Sentimental value. Reward
$100! Call Sue Harrell
(502) 753-2551.
LOST: near Tom Taylor Rd.
black & white Siberian Husky. If found 753-7737.

Hoe
Wonted

Full-time dell manager position availOblei Cooking experience required
Flexibility & dependability a must. No
phone calls,apply lin
person

Pockets Shell
12" & Chestnut

BURIAL INSURANCE
AVAILABLE THRU AGE 80
No Physical Examinations
If you are in reasonably good health &
can answer no to a few questions you
may qualify for preferited rates. Below
are a few'monthly preferred rates at
different ages for a $4,000.00 POLICY
KALE
age 40 - $9.45
age 50 - 12.37

FEMALE
age 40 - $8.13
age 50 - 9.85

age 60 - 17.69
age 70 - 28.93
age 80 - 52.7

age 60 - 13.57
age 70 - 22.13
age 80 - 42.49

Premiums guaranteed 140T to increase

McConnell Insurance Agency
753-4199

905 Sycamore, Murray,KY
"Our 29th year of Service"

SEWING jobs wanted, illcluding formal wear.
753-1061

•

CASH paid for good, used
rifles, shotguns, and pistols. Benson Sporting
Goods, 519 S. 12th,
Murray
JUNK air conditioners, will
pick up. 436-2904.
WE BUY MORTGAGES
and Trust Deeds. Did you
sell property? Receiving
payments? Why wait! Fast.
CASH NOW! Any sizeNationwide. • Great prices
Call 1 -800-659-CASH
(2274)

210
Firewood
A FIREWOOD for sale
437-4667
220
Musical

PIANO tuning John
Gottschalk, 753-9600
SPINET Piano, exce!lent
condition, $700. 753-4573

CLASSIFIED

Employment from 8/1/93 through 9/30/93.
Guaranteed 3/4 of contract hours. All tools
provided. Housing provided for non-commuting workers.Transportation and subsistence reimbursed to worker upon completion of50% of contract. Pay rate is $5.09/hr.
Reply to your local employment office.

WOOD WORKS

FOR SALE, MULCH
Grade A -hardwood mulch.
$15/cubic yard. Call first,
We load, you haul. Hoffman
Nursery, 759-4517.

& SignS
(Located 4 miles west -5f Lynn Grove. on
Hwy. 94 or 1.5 miles East of Tri City.)
Computer Cut Vinyl • Logos and Letters • Custom Renner* Plywood Signs. Magnetic Signs • Vehicle Lettering • Plexiglas.
Signs - Window Lettering- Real Estate Signs • Office Signage Greeting and Advertising Posters • Sandblasted Redwood Signs •
Architectural Signs - Metal and From Letters • Bronze Plaques
Trade Show Signe/Diepleys,
Ask us about our free gill!
Call 512-382-2316 phew & tax
Ma aanalgot MasteeCant and Mod

METAL for farm and comHOME mercial buildings. Lengths
DrIALERSHIP-Top Log cut to order from 30 to 45'
Horne Manufacturer, seeks in inch increments 38'
Dealer. Protected territory, wide. Galvanized or choice
high earning potential, full of 10 colors in Cl and e2
training & leads provided. grade. Trim accessories
Need not interfere with pre- and door hardware. Call for
sent employment. Models prices (502) 489-2722 or
starting at $15,696. 489-2724.
1 -800-264-LOGS (5647)
BRENTWOOD LOG SEE Broyhill sofa $550;
HOMES, 427 River Rock dishwasher $50; computer
Blvd, Murfreesboro: TN desk $60 & printer stand
$20. Call 437-4432,
37129

if(Fe.

SET of left handed golf
dubs. 1,3,5 wood, 3 thru
pitching wedge, putter &
bag, $300. Assorted other
dubs and pull cart also
available. 753-7353 after
5pm.

Tobacco Worker
Needed

BUSINESS Opportunity.
Mobile pressure washer,
3000lb pressure, Honda
13hp electric start, tandem
trailer, 500 gallon tank, wet
sandblaster, $3500.
753-9924.

Good Salary
Good Benefits
Apply in person at the Murray Kentucky Fried
Chicken restavrant, E0E/M/E

Spoils
Equipment

Bel-Air Center, M

BOGARD trucking and excavating, inc. We haul top
soil, gravel, fill dirt, white
rock, rip rap 759-1828

t'ustomer Service Workers * Prep Cook

200

K.T.I. and Associates

ALTERATIONS and repairs. Rental gowns & tuxedos Ruth's See and Sew,
Country Square, 1608 N.
121, Murray. 753-6981

Kentucky Fried Chicken is looking for help. If
you arc energetic, enthusiastic and like people,,
we would like to meet you.
Positions available are:
* Manager Trainees * Food Service Workers

1953 GOLDEN
Tractor,
&
ti
75

PROTECT YOUR CHILD WITH
'PROJECT SAFEGUARD" _
With the recent attempted abductions
in our area, K.T.I. suggests that now is
the time to act to protect your child.
K.T.I. will photograph, fingerprint,
and record vital information about
your child that you will retain in your
records. Don't wait until the unexpected happens and you don't have the
vital information the authorities need.
K.T.I. can provide all that on one
convenient document. For more information call 753-3868.

ANTIC:11.1ES by ihe piece or
collations Call 753-9433
after 5pm.

HELP WANTED.

43
"
11 1
ANTIQUE wardrobe, large,
good condition, $300
753-6840.

MB NM NEN MIN MB

Come see the blooming m
Daylillies, Japanese Iris and I
Hostas. Over 900 varieties. •
Free Rant With This Coupon
I

I

Open Garden FrldavSupday I

C&C NUTSery:
I 753-2993 I
I
I

94E turn left on Van Cleave Rd.(Happy Holiday I
Pontoon). Go 1/4 mile,turn left on Bethel Church
Rd.(1483). First road to left(Cook Rd.)turn left. I
1st house on left (approx. 1/4 mile).

111 =O

IIMINI

MN MN

111

•
e

V.
t•
. •
• •
.• -vs Ji*
I •

•
•41earame

-.
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CLASSIFIEDS

Bats"
is

sin
Nom For Um

Miscellaneous

ieh

A11

410

Public

Preb
Swim

Public
Salo

Lobo
Properly

Yard
Sale

RETIRED Policeman
wants "true' lakefront property from owner House or
place to build PO Box 595
Edwardsville, IL 62025
618 656-1090

Public
$al•

Sail

OS

A Beautiful Wedding in Gat
linburg's First and Default
Chapels (Since 1980) No
tests. No Waiting - PhotosFlowers Music Honeymoon Suites (Fire
places. Heart shaped Jacuzzis) Christian
Ceremony Rev Ed Taylor

imurn let
y for each
lay. $1.75
:iassifieds
$2.00 ex-

24
Call
1 800-346-2779

Hours

BAHAMA CRUISE 6
days 5 nights $289 per
couple De to corporate
cancellations, open to the
public (412) 439 5127 ext
(918) '

repaid,

luired to
ad after

FOR takes, ponds. roads &
streets We have dozer,
grader. dirt mover & also
bush hogging Any size
lobs Free estimates Call
Ted Edwards or Charles
5motherman 436-5828 or
75319822--7- "

quell

rdrobe. large.
lion, $300

1
rn7
-

cent
lee

'EN

09

or

iris
merit

handed gol
wood, 3 thru
7e, putter &
ssoned other
JII cart also
3-7353 after

rood

ID for sale

Ica!

mg John
53-9600

excellent
0. 753-4573

1FIED

WITH
D"
uctions
t now is
r child.

about
in your
unexave the
.s need
on one
e infor-

PANAMA CITY BEACH
Gulf front condos Fully
equipped vacation rental
on Thomas Drive-Eff. 1BR.
2BR. 3BR Daily/Weekly
rates-Reserve Nowl
Beachside One Realty
1-800-654-6052

MOBILE HOME REPOS
FOR SALE Singles'
doubles Financing avail
able Clean, late model
homes Green Tree Finan
cial CorpiKentucky,
or
606-223-10.10
1-800-221-8204

ROMANTIC CANOE LIGHT WEDDINGS
Smoky Mountains, 0
t
dained Minister
Chapel, Photographs. Florals, Limos, Videos. Lodging, Accommodations,
Modest Prices' No Waiting
No Blood tests Gadinburg,
TN, 1-800-WED-RING

MOBILE Home Loans, mobile home financing 1976
and newer from Green Tree
financial, competitive rates,
fast, friendly service Call
for an application today'
1800-221-8204

GATLINBURG Summit Breathtaking mountaintop views, fireplace, balcony, kitchen, clubhouse
pool-jacuzzis Honeymoon.
Weekend speoals1 Inclivi•
dual units rented by
Schweigert Enterprises.
brochure.
Free
1-800:242-4853, (205)
988.5139.

TENNESSEE MOUNTAIN
WEDDINGS-Romantic
candlelight services by ordained minister. Great
location-near Dollywood,
Galinburg and everything
in the Srnokies• hro". blood
test or waiting period'
1-800-729-4365.

KEN-TENN Investigations
Now offering these new
services Video Disaster
Package (video & docu.s.1-iiatere
ment your valual*t.
disaster strikes), Pieject
LOG HOMES Design ser- Safeguard (fingerprint &
vices. FREE BROCHURE. photographing of your
HONEST ABE LOG child) Bel Air Center
HOMES. Route One. Box 753-3868 or 436-6099
84Cle Moss, Tennessee
38575 (800) 231-3695
270
Mobile
MYRTLE BEACH RE
Homes For Sale
VACATION
SORT
RENTALS Studios, land 2 1979 12x50 2BR all
bedroom condos house- electric, $2900 354 9465
keeping included Indoor/
outdoor pools and morel 1989 14x70 2BR, 2 bath
Summer rates from with cathedral ceilings, p$506-week FREE BRO- cuzzi, extra nice 753-9959,
489 2068
CHURE 1 800 448 5653
WEDDINGS OLD—
FASHIONED Candlelight
ceremonies,'outdoor weddings Mountain Chapel
overlooking river. near Gatlinburg. Everything provided Accommodations
Romantic Carriage Ride
Reasonable prices Charge,
Carp' accepted.
He.artland/
1 -800-448-VOWS (8697).

N

1991 EXTRA nice 16x72,
2br, 2 bath, central hie, on
1 3 acres on north side of
town. 753-1014

N
0

MURRAY • FULTON

2.4 MILES SOUTHEAST OF CUBA, KY.
4 Miles East Of The Intersection Of Hwy 94 & 303
vtialttli-lik, .9'
Ashit.:aiii.
•
.

S

_
Mar__

",.., g Upstairs Area & Basement
Heat Pump Central System
C _Id Recent New Roof & Thermal Windows
S if New Paved Drive & Sidewalk
Pleasant Yard With Mature Shade
C
2 Bay Garage - Barn - Outbuildings
if Fenced Grazing Area And Much More
S5,000 00 DOWN, BALANCE IN 30 DAYS!,(
V 3
OPEN HOUSE SNOWING SUNDAY JULY 11TN,
FROM 3:00 P.M. UNTIL 5:00 P.M.
AUCTION HIGHLIGHTS
I fdapie Dining Table wrCnairs • Breakfast Table wrChairs • Anique Dresser vu Marble Top & Glove Boxes•Couch •Chairs •
Sears Electric Sewing Machine • Twin Beds• Chest Of Draw-

R if

9/30/93.
All tools
non-corn id subsiscomple$5.09/hr.
office.

EY,
;TOriz"
About
osy Stfn

•ove, on
City.)
i Banners
• Pleinglass
:e Strap
easel $igns
se Moues

sir free gill'

A
T

O er•GE Dryer•
N Fort LTD 4 Door
48 HyIS Compressor• Grinder•Tool Shed MiscellaneousYard Tools•Air
Ill, ers• Whirlpool 17 Cu Ft Refrigerator • Microwave • GE WashKitchen & Household Miscellaneous
1976
Automobile • Simplicity 16 Hp.
droslatic Riding Lawn Mower•Push Mower•

! COMPLETE SETTLEMENT DAY OF SALE!

AUCTION STARTS AT 6:00 P.M. SHARP!!

R. CASH
JAMES
-,,,
jr,
AP
C
SELLING MACHINE"
AUCTIONEER & REAL ESTATE BROKER
502-1123-6466 - FANCY FARM KY
"THE

A

jos

623-8312

Yard
Sale

Fri., July 9th Only!
At Stella - turn at
caution -light onto
Hwy. 299, Kirksey
Hwy., first house on
left.
8 a.m. • 4:30 p.m.

1553 Oxford Dr.
Fri. & Sal.
- 7:00408
Moving Sale
Something for
everyone!
Clothes, toy.,
preads, etc.

beds

ate
Public

3 Family
Yard Sate
Thurs. & Fri.
July 8 & 9
From Murray go
north on 641 to 1824
turn right and go 1.8
mi., turn' right at
Donnie Hudson's
Body Shop first
house on right.

Yard
Sale

--Group
Yard Sale
1618 Parkiane
Fri. & Sat.
7 to 12
Chain saw, girls./
women's
clothing,.
household items, lots
of misc.

1BR dose to university &
hospital,some utilities paid.
Call 753-8756.
1BR & studio apt available,
appliances furnished. Colemin RE 753-9898.
1BR upstairs apt near university, stove, refrigerator,
$185/mo. Call between
3-9pm 753-2186

2BR home, 8 miles SE o
Murray No pets Refer
ences & deposit required
492-8594.
2BR, new carpet, sun
room, carport No pets
$325/mo Call 753-6931
3BR convenient location,
$500/mo
No pets
753 3293
3BR house.$350/mo Must
have deposit & references
753-2342.
REDECORATED unfurnished house 2br, 1 bath,
garage, garden area, near
Murray. No pets. $375/mo.
deposit. Lease References. 753-7551.
VERY spacieus house for rent. tbr, 1 bath, stove'
refrigerator furnished.
$300!mo, 1 mo deposit, 1yr
lease. 753-2905.

1BR. Water, apppliances
furnished, no pets,
$185/mo 753-3949.

2BR duplex, central h/a,
appliances furnished
Available now in Westwood
Subdivision. Coleman RE
753-9898.
2BR duplex Northwood Dr
$395/mo plus deposit. All
appliances plus washer &
dryer No pets. 753-1266
before 5pm.
2BR duplex in nice private
area Appliances furnished,
$400/mo. 753-3343.
28R duplex
01:3

CREEKVIEW Self-storage
warehouses on Center
Drive behind Shoney's.
120-$40/mo. 759-4081
NORTHWOOD storage
presently has units available 753-2905 for more
information.

FURNISHED apts 1 or 2br
No pets. Zimmerman
Apartments 753-6609.

will conduct a mid-seasorOnicl-fuly
farm equipment consignment auction on

This Auction
Will Be An Open Consignment Sale.
Area Farmers May Consign Items On
Thursday or Friday, July 15 & 16 From
Noon Til 5 p.m. Daily Or Consign Now
By Calling (502) 492-8796.
Neer Downtown Kirksey

Location: Just east of KIrksey, KY on Hwy.444 - Frain I'S Hwy. 121 at Stella.
KY take Hwy. 299 north to !Orkney,turn right on to Hwy. 444 and Watch for
Auction Signs
A parual Is of equipment now consigned includes: Tractors 8 End Ford Tractor,
970 Case Tractor, 530 Cue Tractor w/Front Loader. Field Equipment - New
Holland Hay Rake, 12' Lily Roterra, 11' Ri Chisel Row.Tobacco Setter. 13 Disc,
Ford 3 Pt Cult, 1 Bottom Ford Plow; Misc. Equipment - 16' Cattle Trailer
Neekever. 20'e6' Metal Frame Flat Bed Trader w/Tanden Axle Complete w/SUper
N1CC Twee & Lights,5'SpearoGnekr Blade. 5'R otary Cutter,Snapper Riding Lawn
Mower, Vellskles - 1982 Chevy Pick-up. 1982 Chevy Suburban
Your Equipment' May Be C7onsiened Now By Coiling

FARRIS AUCTION CO.
Farris - Auctioneer
Richard Farris - Apprentke Auctioneer
(502)492-N796
lialitl, KY
P.O. Box 149
All items are being sold *so if with announcements day of sale taking precedence
over all pnnted matenals Refreahmenu A v ailable Not responsible for accidents

1539 Oxford Dr.
Street over from
Spring Creek Subd.
In Murray.
Fri., July 9
Sat., July 10
8 a.m.-2 p.m.
Selling tools, glassware.
nice adult 8 children's

Livestock
& Supplies
16FT stock trailer, bumpe
type. 759-1292
ALPINE goats forsale, located in Lee County. Contact Roy McIntosh, Star
Route, Irvine, KY 40336

3 Party
Yard Sale
13031-B Valleywood
Dr.
(Behind Cain's AMC Jeep)
Fri., July 9th
7 a.m.-12 Noon
Great clothes, microwave, table & chairs,
stuffed animals, baskets, craft items and
much more

Women of the
Moose

Yard Sale
908 S. 16th
Fri., July 9th
7 a.m.-?

1600 Catalina Dr.
Friday July 9th
Electric wall heaters.
full length antique
Mirror, 2 woodhum•
mg stoves, exercise
storm
equipment.
door, many other
items

AKC Collie pups, Lassie
type 753-8974
HAVE an obedient, safe
dog for show or home
Classes or private lessons.
Serving Murray for over
12yrs 436-2858.
PEG'S Dog Grooming
753-2915

7 - ?

LAND WANTED Seeking
510 acre building site for
large house within 5 miles
(*Money,'prefer access te
city water 753-7210 after
UP to 225 acres at Coldwa
5pm
ter -753 1300 after 7pm
RE-MAX Properties Ltd 489-2116
Bob Perrin. Paul Dailey
Bel Air
Center
502 753 -SOLD.
1 800 369 5780
ROBERTS Ropey Gallo
way County's oldest and
most reliable real estate
abency For all Our real
estate needs call them to
day at 753 1651 1 Syca
more and 12th St

Fri. & Sat.
July 9th & 10th
8 a.m.-?
641 N. to 1824 N. approx. 1/4 mile across
from Paul's Used Cars.
Antiques, crafts, riding
lawn mower, items too
numerous to mention

2 OR 3br ri Hardin Watkins
Street. 1 block from Post
Office & grocery 437 4137
437-4355
BARKELY Lake, Canton
area New country stile
vinyl siding home on 3
acres with wrap around
front porch 3 or 4br, 2 bath,
tile 8 carpeted floors, super
insulated & priced to sell at
$65,500 Twin Lakes Real
Estate 753 0563

WHOLESALE ACREAGE
with lake access to crystal
clean Norris Lake in North
east Tennessee' 5 Acres
ONLY $3900 Wooded
Prayed rd Mountain view
Guaranteed buildable Excellent Financing WON'T
LAST1 CALL NOW 1 Norris BEAUTIFUL home with 11
Shores, 7 days, acres 4 years old. 3 large
800-488-4883 File bedrooms, 2 baths, great
roon with cathedral coiling,
#007019 48-166C
skylight, central vacuum,
many extras, large deck.
landscaped On Hwy 1124
off Hwy 121 between Col
dwater and Farnungton
1 and 2 acre lots for sale Call owner 345-2807 after
road frontage, 1 382 2573 6pm

1218 Melrose
ucked ik.va),' on a quiet 'street in one of

Garage
Sale
2014 College Farm
Road across from
Expo
Fri., July 9th
9 a.m.
Furniture, household
children's
items,
items, exercise bike,
lots and lots of things.

Murray's nicest established neighborhoods,

Yard
- Sale

this 4 bedroom, 3 bath quality brick house is
nestled amidst towering oaks, lovel homes
...Ind a hit ()I country. fly owner.
Please call

108 N. 7th

753-7204

dr.

July 9 & 10
7:00-2:00

(
ELI
°ER-

Lots of stuff!!!

CUSTOM KITCHEN CAI3iNE TS
CUSTOM WOODWORKING

All Types Of:

Custom Woodworklfr,

3 Family
Yard Sale

Backyard
Sale
316 Woodlawn
Murray
Sat., July 10th
8 a.m. to 3 p.m.
Walker/jogger, cast
iron grill, many other
items

Wi ndoweasho, screens, win
floureseent
light, elec. will heaters,
cooktop
jars,
clothes, fruit
stove, miscellaneous

doe air cond.,

Yard Sale

Real
Estate

121 South

KOPPERUD Realty has
buyers waiting to purchase
homes-all price ranges. If
you are thinking of sellingcontact one of our courteous and professional
agents at 753-1222 or stop
by office at 711 Main St.

Lynnwood Estates
Fri., July 9
8 a.m.-5 p.m.
Clothes, weed eater,

Kitchen & Bath Cabinets
-Drop by & see our
409 S.JKJHURV MURRAY
751 '.44^

July 9-10
7 a.m.-7
Kirksey area
Soldier Creek Rd.
Look for signs

A30

Lawn Sale

BUILDING lots in subdivi
sion with limited restrictions
(no mobile homes) Some
wooded. Southwest School
District, natural gas, city
water, cablovssion 3 3
miles horn city limits Ii
nancing available Lots as
low as $4500 753-5841 or
753-1566

July 9 & 10

Sat., July 10th
7 a.m.-12 Noon

ARABIAN horses for sale,
registered, 436-2528.

Pets
& Supplies

July 9, 1993

clothes, furniture, silver
& aystal pieces

370

D

2BR duplex on Story Ave,
quiet dead end street, con
trot h/a, appliances furnished. No pets. Lease &
deposit required. Call
753-7185.

Yard Sale

Murray, Ky.

Real
Estate

7 a.m.

FARMERS
Farris Auction Co.

4 '

Peaches, Nectarines

413 S. 9th St.

130

6 Family
Yard Sale

Flea Market close out mer
cnandae - cheap Books,
clothes. dishware. knick
knacks. small desk, book
case Some new items
Everything priced to sell

ATTENTION

W. Dan

NEAR MSU, kitchen. Irving
room, privileges, utilities
furnished Coleman RE
753 9898

COPELAND'S
ORCHARD
Mayfield

Brass lamps, double
wedding ring quilt.
antiques, girls & ladies
clothes, odds & ends

Really Big
Yard Sale

RAIN OR SIIINE

Holiday I
Church
furnish. I

RED Haven peaches Several varieties of plums, including Cherry plums
McKenzie's Orchard
753-4725 or 753-9468

Sat. July 10
7 a.m.

Yard Sale

oming
is and
eieties

nj

12 hp Murray mower.
couch & chair, end
tables, gold fewelry. old
— pocket watches men,
BLUEBERRIES ARE
ladies & children's cloREADY You pick or we
thing, comics, sports
pick. No Sunday sales'
cards & misc.
Woodsgift Farm, Cottage
Grove, TN
Phone
901-782-3395

2200 Creekwood Dr.
Woodgate Subd.

915 Waldrop Dr.
(across from College Courts) Road
next to N. 16th SL)
Friday 7193
All Day

Saturday, July 17, 1993 - 10 a.m.

lday

121 S. In Meadow
Green Acres Subd.
Fri. & Sal
7 a.m.-1

Garage
Sale

FOR Rent-Business Retail
or -Office Space in S Side
Shopping Center.
753-4509 or 753-6612

OM

oupon

Yard Sale

4 CAR garage 753-4509

2BR apt, large rooms, very
near MSU for up to 4 students, washer, dryer.
stove, refrigerator furnished Coleman RE
753-9898

E

NEW 2br duplex, 1819
Ridgewood Di lease, no
pets, $375/mo 753-7457

TIRED of flea dips &
sprays? Try HAPPY JACK
STREAKER' One streak
down the back, stomach
and around the neck Lasts
14 days Available OTC At
TSC STORES

Business
Rerttels

1 OR 2br apts. near downtown Murray' 753-4109

D 3 BEDROOM BRICK WITH 3 ACRES OF LAND

cer

300

Apartments
CUMMINGS Meter Pole's
For Rent
Specializing in mobile
home electric services 200 1. 2,3,4BR opts, furnished
amp $375 100 amp $325 very nice, some with
435-4027
washer & dryer, near MSU.
No pets Also room for rent.
75 -ST) - - days
7-5S-12-52
753-0606 after 5pm

THE MANSFIELD HOME

1111

WINDOW at repair Free
estimates 436-2904

1988 16x80 mobile home
2br. 2 bath, central hla Sell
for pay off 759 4065

M (ABSOLUTE AUCTION))
I THURSDAY.'
.JULY"5,1993
N
6:00 P.M. - RAIN OR SHINE
U

MUR-CAL Apartments now
accepting applications for
1, 2 and 3br apartments
Phone 759-4984. Equal
Housing Opportunity

NICE 2br duplex, central
gas hitt appliances,
hookup. Northwood Dr
SAVE, Save, Save! One of $400 plus deposit No pets
the area's largest selection 753-1953 or 753-0870
of manufactured homes NOW taking applications
Every home is quality built for Section 8 low rent hous& energy efficient. Dinkins ing Apply in person at
Mobile Homes, Inc. Hwy Southside Manor, 906
Paris,
TN Broad St Extended, be79E,
1-800-642-4891
tween 8am-12noon. No
TRAILER with-2 kits neat phone calls please, Equal
Housing Opportunity
lake 436-2032
TAKING applications for
280
section 8 rent subsidized
Mobile
apartments 1. 2 & 3 bedHomes For Rent
rooms, handicap accessible. Equal Housing Oppor2BR trailer No pets
tunity Apply Hilldale Apts.
753-9866
Hardin, Ky or call
SHADY Oaks - 2 or 3br, 502-437-4113.
electric or gas Walking dmVERY spacious Obi 2,.eath
tanro WI m11090 761 6209
duplex Northwood Drive,
.................. ....
appliances furnished, cental air & gas heat $475/mo.
1 month deposit, 1 yr lease
No pets 753-2905
NEW condition Ta ton
Trane heat & air unit Will
• accept bids .753-1300. after 7pm 489-2116

FRESH IN THE COUNTRY
0 tf:1117:=71:1;01:=11:117.1
.

I
NI NEAR MAYFIELD •

LARGE 1br, Poplar Street
near hospital, carpet el mire
blinds, $165 759-1987

showroom

KENTUCKY LAKE PROPERTY
A total of 123 acres or will sell in smaller tracts
two 45 acre tracts on the south side of Highway
#280 and two 16 acre tracts to TVA easement
to Wildcat Creek just off the Blood River
Embayment The property would be good for
any type development or the perfect place for
your lake home Near Panorama-Subdivision,
Miller Golf Course, only seven miles from
Murray

BOYD MAJORS
REAL ESTATE
Wingo - 376-2222
James Majors, Residence 328-8118
Local Phone 753-9822 after 5 p.m.

metal wood & wire
articles and more.

Public Auction
CLASSIFIED

Martin W. Barnett
Estate Auction
Saturday, July 10, 1993 • 9:00 a.m.
Rain or Shine
583 Skyline Drive, Trigg County, KY
From Cadiz, KY: US Hwy.68 west one mile to Hamtown,torn
north on KY 274 and go six miles,turn left on Parkview for two
and one-half miles then left on Skyline to sale site.
Personal Property • Partial Listing
1986 Pontiac Station Wagon - 1973 Skeeter 16 ft. Boat wi88
Merc 45 H.P. - Household Items - Shop Items - Miscellaneous.
TERMS: Cash or check with 'proper I.D. No inspection until
morning of Auction. Announcements day of Auction take
precedence.
Martin W. Barnett-Estate Owner
People's First,National Bank & Trust Co. of Paducah, KY Executors

Sat.,July 10th,1993at 10a.m.at the Dan Miller Auction Barn Ht
Lynn Grove, Ky. From Murray, Ky. take 94 West to Lynn
Grove. From Mayfield, Ky. take 121 So. through Coldwater.
Turn onto hwy. 1836 south, follow to auction. Watch for
auction signs.
3 bedroom suites 'old walnut bed - old marble top dresser. 4 old oak 4 stack
bookcase - oak wash stand - old umbrella holder - old walking canes - bar
cabinet - oak wine rack - drop leaf Duncan Phyfe table, 6 chairs and corner
cabinet - old china cabinet - 3 old mantel clock - nice 5 drawer chest - brass
clothes rack - some old picture & frames - old kerosene lamps - old glass
bookends- o:d oblong dough tray& rolling pin - 3old harmonica's and books CD tapes.stereo and large speakers - nice cassette player and music system lot of records some 78's & others • nice old oak bench - large lot of old books large projector & screen - id quilts - like new large Western saddle - 12 ga
remington auto. shotgun - Mospburg 410 - Westerneeld 12 ga. • Smith &
Wesson 357 cal. - 45 cal. pistol - 22 cal. pistol & holster • lot offine camera's &
equipment - nice hot tub & supplies - Roseville Pottery - 12 place net of fine
china -old glass mantel vases - old table lamps.old fox hunt picture - some old
glass & china - several stem pieces that may be crystal - luggage - cast iron
heating stove • stone pieces- new wheel barrow - like new extension ladder.
like new 10'step ladder - uprightfrpeyer • ref. - nice gas cook stove. portable
- portable color t.v. with remote • nice
dish washer- flute washer round table & chairs - lot of Avon bottles • paperback books .golf clubs - lot of
new advertising items - long wide camper shell - 1984 Chrysler 5th Avenue
80,000 actual miles - 2750 watt generator - 7 h.p. rear tine tiller - 12 ft. V.
bottomboat, motor & trailer. mine items. Auction held rain or shine. Not
responsible for accidents. Lunch available. For more information and your suction
needs phone 435-4144.

Darrell Beane Terry Paschall - Auctioneers
Dan Miller -

S. Dell Freeman
Auctioneer
cadit. Kentucky • Phone: 502-522-3101
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CLASSIFIEDS.

4

MIMS
Fee Sele
II•

TUUMIDAY, JULY I. 1913

2 OR 3br, 1 bath, large
lutchen. ii Hardin,$23,500
437-4055

11111

Used
Trucks

1I

bervIess
Ohre&

1950 FORD F1, stake bed,
original V-8 436-5383 after
5pm

CARPET and vinyl installa
eon and repairs Glen Bobber, 759-1247

3BR. 2 bath brick, 13805q 1969 CHEVY swb. new 400
It. 3ym old,$72.000. Phone small block,‘3xxx miles or
for appointment 753-3293 less New 400 turbo Vane,
new brakes, drums, &
HOME with income. Six brake cylinders, pis, new
rooms, 3br, 2 bath. aluminum directional
screened and carpeted pa- wheels, custom interior
tio, all electric built-in $4000 negotiable
kitchen, central h/a. Sepa- 492-8282 anytime.
rate entrance to upstairs, 4 753-8111 after 4pm.
room and bath apt, newly
1981 NISSAN with air Exdecorated for rental. 14
acre site, reduced to cellent condition, call after
5pm 759-1274
$49,900. 759-1122.
LOOK! Nice 3br home, full 1986 NISSAN 4x4 pickup,
basement, minutes from excellent condition, $3800
town, gas heat, exceptional obo. Call after Spin
value. $38,500. Profes- 759-1274.
sional Real Estate 1987 GMC S-15 w/283 V8,
_759-1591.
67.XXX miles, auto, with
NEW on the market!South- tint, louvers and more.
viestschoot area: Nice-Stir, $4500-ebia:489-2544
2 bath mobile home, walk- 1989 FORD Bronco II 4x4,
ing distance to school. Pr- V-6, auto, arc, blue on blue,
iced to move $42,600. Pro- nice truck, $5550 Phone
fessional Real Estate 502-875-4050 (dealer)
759-1591.
1991 JEEP Comanche pick
PRICE reduced! 3 acres of up,6 cyl, 5sp. p/s, p/b,
land. 2br vinyl sided home. cruise, air, stereo/cassette,
large 2car garage, partially red, extra sharp. 54,XXX
fenced for 'animals.' out- miles, $8900 759-4732
building could be stable
west of Murray. $39.900 1992 TOYOTA. 4x4 pickup
Professional Real Estate truck, 10xxx miles, a/c, stereo cassette, bed liner,
759-1591.
local, $12,000 753-6830
REMODELED 3br house
city , water, gas heat, 2 CHEVY dump trucks
$49,500. 4 miles out. 1985 1 ton, 1976 Tandem
After 6pm 492-6141
753-8061.

CHIM Chlrn Chimney
Sweeps has 10% senior
citizen discounts We sal
chimney caps and screens
435-4191
COUNTERTOPS, custom
Homes, trailers, offices
Wulff's Recovery, Murray
436-5.60
CUNNINGHAM'S Heating
and Cooling Service. Complete installation and service Call Gary at
759-4754
CUSTOM bulldozing and
backhoe work, septic systems, 354-8161 after 4pm.
CUSTOM bul dozing work.
489-2557.
- C&W -PAINTING: tnterlor,
exterior, free estimates.
$8/per hour min. 753-0884.
DRYWALL, finishing, repairs, additions and blowing ceilings. 753-4761.
ELECTRICAL-Ron Hall
Heating, Cooling & Electric,
Inc. $ervice, sales and installation. (502) 435-4699.
435-4327.
EXPERIENCED drywall
finishing, new construction.
additions, blown ceilings.
435-4036.

FRIDAY.JULY 9.1199.1
(For your personalized dads Mine Dixon horowope, based on your own
date of birth. call I -900-4001-,7KK. Your phone company will bill you 95
cents a minute.,

,
"%rid

T()DAY'S CHILDREN like to be needed and will always lend a sympathetic ear to friends and relatix es. A lose for the earth could manifest itself
in their dexonon to gardening or farming. Confident and gregarious. these
Cancenans reach out eagerly to their peers. Excellent hosts. they draw people, the way honey attracts bears. Their powers of persuasion are phenomenal! A public relations or political job could be the perfect employment
choice.

1

SUREWAY Tree & Stump WANTED light hauling. THE Gutter Co. Seamless
Rerncrial. Insured with full Sees trimmed or removed aluminum gutters, variety
line of equipment. Free es- or mowing Call Don of colors Licensed, insured. Emma* available
timates Day or night, 753-2772 or 753-2320
759-4690
753-5484
WEST KY Timber Frames
HAPPY BIRTHDAY! IN THE
WILL mow lawns Call & Log Homes Dedicated to WILL build patio decks,
NEXT 'E.AR OF YOUR LIFE:
excellence in log and tim753-8908
porches and do small conNew friends and activities help you
ber bailie design and conWINDOW cleaning. struction 'Eastern White crete jobs 474.0105
decide- what is really important to
Residential/Commercial Pine, Western Red Cedar,
you. October brings a very special
, other wood available
Call Bill 753-5934.
. introduction. Seek wider recognition
VCR-NINTENDO REPAIR 'Complete packages availfor your efforts once 1994 gets
Wood VCR Service Center, able. 'Custom design serunder was. A domestic matter is set*Turn-key
construcvices
cleaning- servicing $15,
CALL
now!
2
tled
healthy,
once and for all next March.
most repairs $35. Free esti- tion. Call 437-4017.
happy Beagles. Good with Share the limelight with deserving
mates.Route 1, Almo THOMPSON Welding-24 children. Only to good
family. members. B‘ June of' 1994,
Open 9-12. 1-5. Mon -Fri. hour service, lowest prices home. 753-0013
_your income should receive a sub753-0530.
759-4163
around
stantial boost. Invest ()illy in projects
that mean a lot to you personally
CELEBRITIES BORN ON
THIS DATE: actress Kelly
McGillis, sportscaster 0.J. Simpson.
romance writer Barbara
'
s.

We are proud to use._U,J
Vic recycled newsprint.

24 HOUR 111100-r
DAYS 753-5273

492-8219 OR 753-1833 NIGHTS

4

GENERAL Repair: plumbing, roofing, tree work.
436-2642.
.

510

.170

GERALD WALTERS.
Roofing, vinyl siding. painting Fwe estimates 18
1983 YAMAHA IT 175 1985 SPARTAN 2ft. Weak, years experience. Local-refor full time rv or college ferences 436-2701.
$400 Call 753-2252
student. 759-4414.
1985'/
1
4Z 80 dirt bike, $380
GIVE your home a facelift
436-2963.
at working man's prices call
520
Country Discount Builder.
1987 HONDA Shadow,
Boats
Specialties in vinyl siding,
750cc, excellent condition,
& Motors
trim & windows. Free no
$1700. 753-2733,
14FT
Aluma
Craft Semi-V. obligation estimates.
753-5950.
15hp Johnson motor, troll- Licensed and Insured.
ing
motor, battery, heavy 502-247-7871.
deo'
duty trailer $900obo in 30 HANDYMAN wilrdo plumbAuto
days. 753-5694
ing, electrical, carpentry
Serikes
1976 CHARGER fishing and general repair.,
HOPKINS AUTO REPAIR boat, 1976 Chrysler- 35hp 753-0596
Dexter, KY. Specializing in motor & trailer, good condimechanical & electrical re- tion, runs good. First $950. K.B ASSOCIATES General construction, remodelstoration & repair of antique -753-6427.
ing, garages,decks, patios,
cars & trucks. Experienced
in domestic & import vehi- 28FT Pontoon boat, 85hp interior trim. 753-0834.
des. Tune-up & major or motor, 1 owner, excellent KITCHEN CABINET REminor engine repairs. Call shape & very clean Bergin
COVERY existing doors &
(502) 437-4641 ask for $6500 (cost $15,000 new) frames with woodgrain forTerry. If the machine anw- Call 436-2626
mica, all colors. Free estisers, please leave your 50HP, attractive,
low use. mates. Wulff's Recovery
name & number & I will good
Murray. 436-5560
condition, $1000
return your call.
753-8216, 759-1691
LAWN mowing service. Insured. Coleman Benefiel
IVA
phone 759-4564. .
Services
LAWN SERVICE Been
Offered
1982 BUICK Riveria 1 A A-1 Hauling, tree trim- mowing my lawn for 25yrs,
would like to mow yours
$1500. 753-0619.
ming, tree removal, clean- now 753-8669
ing
out
sheds,
attics,
&
odd
1983 CUTLASS Supreme,
new engine, new paint, jobs. Free estimates
looks & runs good, $1950 436-2102 Luke Lamb
* Four Star *
obo 435-4531.
Al IA all around mowing &
Mobile Home
1984 OLDS Cutlass Ciera. tree trimming & light haulParts&
Service
490.- air, power,6 cyl, runs good. ing. Call 436-2528 ask for
Porches and decks availDaughter didn't want. Mark.
able with metal roof.
$1995. 1974 Maverick, Al. AL'S hauling, yard
302, good second car, work, tree removal, mowSilver roof coating
$500. 753-8085 or ing. Free estimates.
Everlock vinyl under492-8116.
759-1683r-- ---t• ---------- - pinning
1985 FORD Tempo GL, Al TREE Service Stump.
14 *70-28-high averparting out Hawaiian vaca- removal and spraying Free
age, $365
tion 7days, 8 nights $200 estimates 753-0906 after
K Rol underpinning
obo. Call 753-4062.
5pm, 759-9816, 753-0495
Doors, Windows, Metal
1985 MAXIMA Ste Wgn, ADDITIONS, bathrooms,
Siding, Floor Repair.
sun/moon roof, p/s, p/b. garages greenhouses,
p/w, V-6, come look,
Miller Air Conditioning.
framing & new homwa
$3850 After 5.30pm Tripp Williams 753-0563
Phone 502492-8488
753-8096.
AIR Condition-Ron Hall
Hwy. 641
1986 TOYOTA Supra( Heating. Cooling & Electric,
black, all options, sharp, Inc. Service, sales and in* N. Hazel *
very good condition, high stallation. (502) 435-4699.
miles, below wholesale.
435-4327.
LEE'S CARPET CLEAN247-4290 after 8pm.
ING Carpets, furniture.
1987 CUTLASS Cierra, 4 ALPHA Builders - Carpen- Free estimates. 753-5827.
cyl, a/c. amam cassette, try, remodeling, porches,
66,XXX miles, good dean roofing, concrete, drive- LICENSED for electric and
car, $3150. Call Frankfort ways, painting, mainte- gas. 753-7203.
after 6pm 502-875-1844
nance,etc. Free estimates m000rs mow
Pick up and delivery.
1990 EAGLE Premier ES, 489-2303.
leather interior, Alloy ANTIQUE refinishing, fur- :753-5668.
wheels. loaded, 54,XXX niture repair & custom
MOWER repair. Same day
miles, new tires. maroon, woodworking 753-8056.
service, 7 days week. Most
$7000. Days 753-6106, afAPPLIANCE REPAIRS: repairs at your home. Facter 6pm 436-2411.
trained, 15 yrs experiFactory trained by 3 major tory
1990 GRAND AM Quad 4 manufacturers All work ence. 502-753-5299.
SLE, ground effects. and parts warranted Ask MULCH, pick up loads.
loaded. 753-6063 after for Andy at The Appliance Murray 436-5560.
50/1
Works, 753-2455
PLUMBING repairman with
1990 OLDS Delta 88 Roy- APPLIANCE SERVICE same day service. Call
ale Brougham, navy blue, Kenmore. Westinghouse, 436-5255.
dean, all extras,'55,XXX Whirlpool 30+ years exmiles, $8500 759-1987.
perience. BOBBY RICK'S Roofing. All types
of roofs and repairs. TorCAR Stereo Installation HOPPER, 436-5848.
chon modified and rubber
753-0113. Sunset Boule- BACKHOE SERVICE. for mobile homes. 17 years
vard Music. Murray's Al- BRENT ALLEN septic tank experience, guaranteed
pine Car Audio Specialist. installation, repair, replace- work. Free estimates
Dixieland Center, 1 block ment. 759-1515
phone 502-4374559.
from MSU dorms
BACKHOE Service- ROY ROCKY COLSON Home
HILL Septic system, drive- Repair Roofing, siding,
I0
ways, hauling, foundations. painting, plumbing, conetc 759-4664
crete. Free estimates. Call
Vine
BOB'S Plumbing Repair 474-2307.
1985 ASTRO Van, good Service All work guaran- SEWING machine repair
family or work van, 86,XXX teed. 753-1134 or Kenneth Barnhill.
miles, good condition, am/ 436-5832.
753-2674.
fm, $4300. 435-4593,
753-8380 leave message BRYON'S LAWN SER- SHEETROCK finishing,.
VICE. Free estimates. textured ceilings. Larry
753-4591
Chrisman. 492-8742.
Motorcycles

Campers

BUSH hogging, large or
smaN 753-7457

1988 FORD F250, V-8,
sub, pM, p/b, air, while,
dual tanks, Radial tires,
Phone
$5850.
502-875-4050 (dealer)

S & W Construction, Hazel,
KY New homes, additions,
CALLOWAY County Con- vinyl siding, replacement
crete. Structural walls, windows, roofing and garslabs, drives, wasks. Col- ages. Call 492-8873 Jim
ored & stamped concrete Wiliams, 492-8238 kee
Free estimates. 474-8754. Starks

We have one of the most modern body shops in this area
specializing in custotner satisfaction.
'All makes and models repaired.
•All work 1007 guaranteed.
•On all repairs over $750, see us--about Parker
Qualified Loaner Program.
Stop by and see our new facility.

FORD
MERCURY
LI NCOLN

"Mei Will Be 'Satisfied"'

Parker Ford
Lincoln-Mercury

701 Main Street

Murray, Ky.

(502) 753-5273

ARIES I March 21 -April 19):
-Move ahead with a new business
,idea: you could have competition!
Do not be shy about asking for
favors. or even a raise. Someone's
marriage plans will change. Bide
sour time.
TAURUS lApril 20-May 201:
New understanding between parent
and child makes things easier. Dividends come from innovative handling of cash and credit. Refuse to
reveal an employer's secrets.
GEMINI ) May 21 -June 201:
You will be greatly influenced by
.someone you meet today. Do not
give up on an invention. You could
you peed
find, the'
_ -financial backingv..
e Nocializingsthjs weTkend.
el ome suggestions.
CANCER (June 21 -July 221:
Deception is possible. Postpone
signing legal papers until you have
investigated someone's claims. A
.,long-distance move could enhance a
relationship. Romance soars.
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22): Ignore
someone who tries to get you angry
today. You will gain more by keeping your emotions under control.
Your best chance of mending a broken relationship will come in a quiet
setting.
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 221: By
being a bit more adaptable. your life
will become far more pleasant. Talent counts. but determination is
essential. Love will lose its sparkle
unless you do something quick.
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 221:
Negotiate with important people in
person. A creative project will succeed. If you need a financial favor,
_approach a close friend or longtime
neighbor. Stop trying to secondguess vow partner.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 211:
Romance keeps you guessing.
Allow family members more personal freedom. Someone is desperate for your knowledge but may be
unwilling to pay for it. Protect your
.resourCes.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec.
211: A mistake you find is so unbelievable you almost laugh about it.
You can correct it! When faced with
a difficult choice. your intuition tells
you exactly what to do. F011ow
through.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan.
191: A close friend will do a good
deed to make up for a recent failure.
Look your best if going out,on
date _tonight. 'tou may prefer host-Mg a smalreathering 'at home.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18):
You get a golden opportunity to finish some work. Expect a career
boost and the salary that goes with
it. An unscrupulous person may try
to use you. Be on your guard.
PISCES I Feb. 19-March 20): If
you suspect that 'you are deilling
with unreliable people. be assertive.
Show more patience with a teenager who is struggling with becoming an adult.

Give YourseiA Raise
Every Six Months.
749,9%
4496%
Our 2-Year Guaranteedgp50%
Bonus CD! e
InterestRt,9
Fourth Sir Months

InterestRate
Thiro'Sir Months

InterestRate
SecondSir Months

Introducing our new'2-Year Certificate of Deposit which Ors yOU twu
important advantages:
•Advantage #1 -You'll haw an interest rate that'sguaranteed to
increase every six months by simply'leaving tour money in the CD.
•Advantage #2- If you decide you need your money from your
CD, you can withdraw'tour funds at the end of any six-month
interval. Alith no penalty!
It's the 24'ear Guaranteed Bonus CD from Bank of Murray
And you can enjoy the benefits of this flexible new service with
only a $500 minimum deposit.
To find out more about how you can get the most with your
money, visit any ofour convenient offices., or call 753_1893.

00%

InterestRate
firstSir Months

38%

Annus/Percentage
ne/t/For2- rear Tern;

This cercate and APY singable through Julf 31, 1993.
Penalty may be imposed for early withdrawal
Minimum deposit SOO

Mcof Munw
A Peoples First Corporation flank

(502) 753-1893• Member FDIC • Equal Housing tender
Main Office - 101 S. Fourth St. 111
Universil Branch -515 N. 12th St. II S. Manor Branch -611 S. 12th St.
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Today's Highlight in History:
On July 8, 1896, William Jennings Bryan captivated listeners at the
speech
Democratic national convention in Chicago with his famous
not
shall
"You
saying,
standard,
gold
the
denouncing supporters of
crucify mankind upon a cross of gold."
On this date:
DeWolfe in
In 1891, Warren G. Harding married Florence K.
Marion, Ohio.
the roof of
In 1907, Florenz Ziegfeld staged his first "Follies," on
the New York Theater.
welcome in New
In 1919, President Wilson received a tumultuous
Conference in
Peace
Versailles
York City after his return from the
France.
to make way for
In 1947, demolition work began in New York City
Nations.
United
the
the new permanent headquarters of
commander-inIn 1950, General Douglas MacArthur was named
Korea.
in
forces
U.N.
chief of
the Republican
In 1975, President Ford announced he would seek
1976.
in
presidency
nomination for the
president of Austria
In 1986, Kurt Waldheim was inaugurated as
war crimes.
Nazi
to
ties
despite controversy over his alleged
president of
as
inaugurated
was
Menem
In 1989, Carlos Saul
one democratifrom
power
of
transfer
first
country's
the
Argentina in
six decades.
cally elected civilian leader to another in
Agca surprised reporAli
Mehmet
assailant
Ten years ago: Turkish
had helped him try
agents
Bulgarian
and
Soviet
that
ters ky charging
allegation strongly
an
1-981.-in
to assahinate Pope John Paul 11
propaganda.
denied by the Soviets as
Hashcmi Rafsanjani,
Five years ago: Iran's parliamentary speaker,
United States for
the
against
said his nation would not seek revenge
Gulf that
Persian
the
over
jetliner
Iranian
the shooting down of an
people.
killed 290
met with Group of
One year ago: Russian President Boris Yeltsin

RAY LE

Twenty years ago
Navy Yoeman Second Class

Tea years sogo

8. the 189th day of 1993. There are 176

IMO

Thirty 'ears ago
Murray and Calloway County

Local principals, John Hina of
Joe E. Dodd is serving with
Murray Middle School. Jerry
Training Squadron Nine at Naval
Ainley of Calloway County High
Center at Meridian, Miss.
School, and Bill Wells of Murray
High School, attended the 14th -- Janet Usrcy, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Alvin Usrey, Debra
annual workshop of Kentucky
Tucker, daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Association of Secondary School
James Tucker, and Alcne PasPrincipals held at Western Kenchall, daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
tucky University, Bowling Green.
Carves Paschall, of Calloway
Peoples Bank and Bank of
County participated in Arta 4-H
Murray have been recognized for
Style Show July 2.31 Mayfield.
their continued support of Ken-Richard W. Farrell, Ted _IIItucky Education Television.
Wayne and Lilly Williams of. lington.' Dan Henry and Cynic
Hendon are new officers of MurMurray Civitan Club attended the
ray Rotary Club.
63rd annual Civitan International
Births reported include twin
Convention held June 27 to July
girls to Mr. and Mrs. Alter L.
I at Hollywood. Fla.
Rance Newton 111, June 13; a girl
Sonny Parks of Oaks Country

got two good rains yesterday
about one hour apart, together
with an electrical display which
did little damage, according to
reports from the area.
The annual picnic of Murray
Camp of civilian Conservation
Corps will be July 21 at Murray
City Park. This cam's was formerly located south of Sycamore'
Street in Murray prior to World
War 11.
Beverly Ann Douglass and
Louis Michael Wells were married June 23 at First Methodist
Church.
Recent births reported at Murray Hospital include a girl to Mr.
and Mrs. Ralph Latimer; a girl to
Mr. and Mrs. Eddie Clees; a boy
to Mr. and Mrs. Calvin Milby; a
girl to Mr. and Mrs. Jerry Thorn;

to Mr. and Mrs. Ray Perkins.
June 28; a boy to Mr. and Mrs.
Biriy Rue Nix, June 29; i girl to
Mr. and Mrs., Morgan .Moore,
*
July 2.

Club got the first hole-in-one at
Frances E. Miller Memorial Golf
Course on July 2. He was playing
with Garry Evans, Chester Wilbcry and Lloyd Glenn.

a boy to Mr. and Mrs. Clarence
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Faro years ago
Kentikky AberdeenAngii Breeders Association has
been Iormed in Murray. Officers
are H. Glenn Doran of Murray,
president; Charles A. Lattus of
Hickman, vice president; and
Guy Luther of Murray. secretarytreasurer.
Pvt. Hardy K. Outland, son of
Mr. and Mrs. Mason Outland, has
been transferred to Camp Stoneman, Calif., from Fort Knox.
Births reported include a boy
to Mr. and Mrs. Sam Boyd Neely, June 28.
Miss, Ruth Cole has entered
ColuMbia University, New York,
to complete her master's degree
in nursing. She was recently discharged from the Navy Nurse
Corps at Memphis, Tenn. She is
the daughter of Mrs. Rema Cole.
A

new

T1
‘L)Li
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'MAR ARBY: Iii

retirement,
am now hooked on talk shows. I
enjoy the -make-overs.- but they
always use thin young women with
thick hair. never older women with
extra- pounds and thinning hair.
I subscribe to many magazines:
they often have articles on looking
Germany,
Munich.
in
summit
economic
Seven leaders holding their
30, It) and-511 - - never fift
resour- good at
where he offered a startling proposal to swap factories, energy
70 and 80 Yet the population is definitely living longer. Women may
ces and other properties for Russian debt.
Today's Birthdays: Former Michigan Governor George Romney is now have 40 or 50 years to live ifter
Roone Arledge is their children are raised. I have two
86. Critic Walter Kerr is 80. ABC News President
Gregory is 47. sisters who are still vital at •t:1 and
Cynthia
Ballerina
58.
is
Lawrence
Steve
62. Singer
84.
Actress Kim Darby is 45.
Ladies Home -Joni-nal has awicked."
the
than
feared
be
to
more
are
"Fools
Thought for Today:
monthly feature. "Can This Mar— Queen Christina of Sweden (1626-1689).
riage Be Saved?" Yet they report

onlv-on-crmples- in iheir-20s and 30s!
The latest Weight Watchers ad
on TV in this area shows only young
women.
All young women will get old one
day — if they are lucky. Why are
MRS. BEA ZIRK. maiRED AT 69,
RICHIAND, WASH.

DFA It • BF.A-:- Where did -you
get the idea that older women
are invisible? A few years ago.
France's (formerly "Mrs. Norman") Lear launched Leers
magazine with the catchy subtitle,"For the Woman Who Wasn't
Born Yesterday."

\„

Aird--Hrien -fhaley Bronn,
editor-in-chief of(7osmopolitan
magazine and author of the
famed lest seller "Sex and the
Single Girl," has recently written another hest seller, "The.
Late Show: A Semi-Wild But
Practical Survival Plan for
Women Over 50." (It is loaded
with practical .dchrice; but if
• racy language turns you off —
as it does me — please consider
this a disclaimer.)
On television and in film, setting wonderful examples as role
models are: Angela Lansbury,
Barbara Walters, the Golden.
Girls — who have now moved to

Daily Comics
BLONDIE

THE FAR SIDE

By GARY LARSON

Nov. 21):
;uessing.
nore peris desperit may be
atect your

. 21-Dec.
; so unbeabout it.
aced with
iition tells

^
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T

the Golden-Paleue-,und doe*.
forget .Jessica Tandy. Joanne
Woodward, Mitzi Gaynor, Chita
Rivera, Rita Moreno and the
indomitable Liz Taylor — all
over60.
Gastronomes feast on the
creations-of Julia Child, and
Jacqueline Kennedy Onassis is
now a senior editor at- Doubleday Publishing Co.
Bea, perhaps you should consider coming out of retirement.
Watching tou.much television
can he hazardous to Our perspective.

•.`

DEAH ABBY: Norman F. Savage of Hickory Ridge. Ark., Agked
why women stand and men are
seated in piinran photographs: Ybu
said you didn't know. but pointed
out that the wedding photographs
taken during your great-grandparents' era-showed the men seated,
and the women standing.:
I speak only from my expenence
as a photographer. Most photographers like to have their -husbandwale subjects as close together as
possible. It makes for a more pleasing phiitograph — also a better
enlargement. And since most men
'are taller than their wives, the photographer gets a better picture
when the man is seated.
PtIff.-Nn myst
Kacticality,
JIM CAIELLA,
ASSO('IATE )IREf'TOR OF

•

PHOTOGRAPHY.
TIMES-DISPATCH.
RICHMOND,VA.

CALVIN and HOBBES
PRoM
IN\ NOT DONG
ANVIIING
•-•• ,I WANT TO DO'

CONFIDENTIAL TO ALL
PARENTS:Parents who want to

train their children in the way
they should go should go that
way-themselves. VAN BUREN
•

By Peter IL Gott. M.D.

Dil Gorr

Much ha!, been . DEAR
‘vritten about the battle of the bulge
acid
Please explain the use

CATHY
I WORK HARD, PLAY ROUGH,
INVEST IN LONG-TERM GROwTh
STOOKS AND PRE- RUmPLED
KHAKI LEISURE WEAR.

I CAN QUOTE U2 51146 SPRING- rvE BEATEN A SOUFFLE IN THE!. rt4HI1E THE CITY SLEEPS, RNOTHKITC4EN, A DRUM !NINE MODS, ER sol&LE. WOMAN GATHERS
STEEN, DO THE ACH4-8REAKY
MATERIAL FOR HER NOVEL.
RuN WINDOWS, LIFT r•V WEIGHT, MY HEAD AGAINST THE WALL ...
PRo6RA81 m voR , AND WEER ...AND NOW I'M REACI4 TO
M NOTES!
'HRE TA;
'O
(
IN PUBLIC!
SNUGGLE OP WITH A SPECIAL
INCREDIBLE! AM I
LADY AND STARE man% LITON TO4WIHT, OR WHAT?!
TLE TINY VERSKING_Ol_MUsELF_!____

••

!Adel!, taken at bedinne lor weight
hiss Is thisa sate metIllod it combined
with exercise and a low fat diet- What
side(duels are to be considered"
DEAR READER There are no
to losing weight, no "magic
tricks
"Now remember, Cory,show us that you can take
potion- that will help voo shin down
and keep the weight off.The most sue •
good care of these little fellows and maybe
cessful weight reduction Orqrams
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This can be caused by side's infection,
allergic congestion of the upper respiratory tract. stroke, various drugs
+including the anti depressant
amitriplylinei. head trauma and.
tumors
In addition to. a thorough examination. patients who suffer from the loss
of smeilloste should have CT-X-ray
studies of the head to identify infec-
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tion or growths.
1 suggest that you bring your symptom to year'family doctor's attention.
He can then order the necessary tests
to identify the cause.
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Legislature to move
on taking more space
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FRANKFORT. Ky. (AP) —
the General Assembly won't
use into new space in the Capitol Annex. Instead. legislators
III only suck a collective toe in
to see it the wager is 1111 right,
House Speaker Joe Clarke and
Senate President John "Eck"
Rose said Wednesday an
irchitct will be hired to draft
plans tor legislative .offices .on
!III t
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the second, third and fourth
Hoofs of the Capitol Awl.
The decision conoadicu earlier
opinions eapressed by some legislators, who worried about public
reaction to the move in the midst
of state budget problems.
But Clarke said Wednesday
that didn't mean he thought the
legislature doesn't need the
space.
"I think a significant change in
the housing and space for legislators is really necessary," Clarke
said. "I never was opposed to
making that change."
Rose said the legislature could
still reconsider its decision after
an architect submits plans, but he
acknowledged that was'unlikely.
The legislature decided three
years ago to take over approximately 60,000 square feet in the
east wing of the annex, located
across the street from the Capitol.
Then-Gov Wallacc, Wilkinson.
vetoed the action, but the legislature voted over his objection.
Since then, a variety of state
agencies that occupied the space
have been moving out. Much of
the space is now vacant, although
some, offices in the Finance and
Revenue cabinets remain.
The, cost of renovating the
space for individual offices for
the 100 representatives and 38
senators has been estimated at $3
million, though lawmakers have
said recently the cost would not
be that high.
Clark Beauchamp, commissioner of the Department of
Facilities Management, said he
could not estimate the total cost
of moving personnel to new
space and, all other aspects of the
move.
Beauchamp said the average
cost for the state to rent office
space in Frankfort is about $5.61
per square foot, which would
mean an additional S390,000 cost
for more space for the ousted
workers.
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JosephAt. Jackson
Joseph V. Jadr.sos. 7C formerly of Murray. died Saturday at
3:45 a.m. at Richard L. Roedeboh Veterans Medical Center.
• Indiaospolis.
veteran of U.S. Navy, be
a member of Clay Street
Christian Church, Paducah.
Survivors include one sister,
Mrs. Marie Harris, Harvey: three

brokers. lBois Jackson. India.
nagolis. lot. Rod Jackson. Paducah. and Paul Jackal*. Chicago.
III.; several mikes and nephews.
The funeral was today sill
a.m. in the chapel of Hamock
Funeral Home, Paducah. The
Rev. Alfred Anderson officiated.
Burial was in Murray City
Cemetery at Murray.

Mrs. Relma Lee Hood
Services for Mrs. Relma Lee
Hood wilt be Saturday at 10 a.m.
in the chapel of J.C. Kirby & Son
Funeral Home, Bowling Green.
Dr. Donald E. Rankin and Dr.
Don Davis will officiate.
Burial will follow in Fairview
Cemetery there.
Friends may call at the funeral
home from 5 to 8 p.m. Friday.

Mrs. Hood. 84, of 1132 Fairview Ave.. Bowling Green, died
Tuesday at 12:07 p.m. at Medical
Center at Bowling Green. She
was the Widow of Ben H. Hood.
Survivors include one son,
Tom Hood, Bowling Green; half
sister, Mrs. Don Hillmer, Springfield. Va.; five grandchildren;
two great-grandchildren.

Floyd Henley Hart
- Funeral rites for Royd Henley,
Hart were Tuesday at 2 p.m. in
the chapel of McEvoy Funeral
Home, Paris, Tenn. James Lowrie
officiated.
Pallbearers were Jamie Miller,
Joe Miller, Everett Dale Hart,
Clay Kesterson, Dwight Brinn
and Kenneth McElroy. Burial
-was in Walker Cemetery, Paris.
Mr. Hart, 84, Rt. 2, Puryear,
Tenn., died Saturday at his
residence.
A retired farmer in the Hico
community of Henry County,
Tenn., he was a member of Hico
Church of Christ.
Born Jan. 10; 1910, in Henry

,•••••••,440m044014....

County; he was the son of the
late Aaron Moses and Novella
Edgar Hart. Two brothers, Winford Hart and Edgar Hart, also
preceded him in death.
Survivors include his wife,
Mrs. Fannie Belle Heath Hart, to
whom he was married on Sept. 3,
1932; two daughters, Mrs. Beverly Miller and husband, R.T., and
Ms. Vickic Kesterson, Paris; two
sons, Rhea Hart, Lake City. Fla.,
and Floyd Alfonza Hart, Murray;
one sister, Mrs. Jewell Nance,
Puryear; one brother, Vance Hart,
Cottage Grove, Tenn.; 10 grandchildren; eight greatgrandchildren.

Miss Martha Layton Durbin
The funeral for Miss Martha
Layton Derain will be Friday at I
p.m. in the chapel of 1.H. Churchill Funeral Home. The Rev.
Dan Leslie will officiate. Burial
will follow in Salem Cemetery,
Gasden. Tenn. '•
Friends may call at the funeral
home after 4 p.m. today
(Thursday).
Miss Durbin, 72, a resident of
Lakeland Wesley Village, Rt. 10.

Benton. died Monday at 11 p.m.
at her residence.
Survivors include one sister,
Mrs. Thelma Corinne Lewis and
husband, the Rev. Kendrick Lewis. Paducah, formerly of Murray:
two brothers, J.C. Durbin and
wife, Ann, Humboldt, Tenn., and
William D. Durbin and wife,
Charlotte, Erin, Tenn.: several
aunts, uncles, nieces and
nephews.

Final rites for Mrs. Ellie Wallace were Tuesday at 10 a.m. in
the chapel of Jones Funeral
Home, Villa Ridge, Ill. The Rev.
R. Loren Robinson officiated.
Burial wat in Green Lawn
Memorial Gardens, Villa Ridge.

Mrs. Carolyn Showmaker, Pulaski; two sons, Charles Wallace.
Broken Arrow, Okla., and Tony
Wallace, Florissant, Mo.; five sisters, Mrs. Pearl Alexander, Beach
Bluff, Tenn., Mrs. Ora B. Burrcss, Benton Harbor, Mich., Mrs.
Lucille Gilliam and Mrs. Sara
Ezell, Almo, Ky., and Mrs. Betty
Johnson, Henderson, Tenn.; two
brothers, Elmer Duke, Jackson,
Tenn., and George Mayfield, Pinson, Tenn.; five grandchildren;
two great-grandchildren.

Mrs. Ellie Wallace

Mrs. Wallace, 83, Pulaski, III.,
died Saturday night at Meridian
'Manor .Nur4ing lime. Mounds,
Ill. She was the widow of Antone
Wallace.
Survivors incude one daughter,

Carl Ray
The funeral for Carl Ray will
be Friday at 10 a.m. in the chapel
of Blalock-Coleman Funeral
Home. The Rev. Heyward
Roberts will officiate.
Burial will follow in Murray
City Cemetery.
Friends may call at the funeral
home from 6 to 8 p.m. tonight
(Thursday).
Mr. Ray, 83, Murray, died

Wednesday at 7:15 „a•:m. at
Murray -Calloway County
Hospital.
One son, Carl Robert Ray, preceded him in death. Born Aug.
10, 1909, in Calloway County, he
was the son of the late Houston
Ray and Mary Ray.
Survivors include two sons,
Benny Ray, Fulton, Ill., and
Houston Ray, Murray.
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BLALOCK-COLEMAN FUNERAL HOME
PURCHASES MURRAY MEMORIAL GARDENS
Murray Memorial Gardens was founded
in 1956 and has been owned and operated
by Mr. Charles Bell for the last twelve
years. Due_ to declining health, Mr.- Bell
decided to semi-retire and turn ownership
and management over to someone who
could take it into the next century. By doing
this, Mr. Bell could continue to serve the
people of this community in a more limited
capacity. Mr.Bell will continue to live on the
premises and will be involved in many ofthe
cemetery operations.
Every cemetery must go through a
"changing ofthe guard",so to speak,and our
cemetery has reached that point. Because
Mr. Bell has spent a great deal of his life in
the development of Memorial Gardens and
has a great deal of pride in Murray Memorial Gardens he wanted to make sure that
the new owners would share his commitment to this Cemetery.

The Blalock-Coleman Funeral Home was
chosen to take over ownership and manage_ment of the cemetery because of:
*The many years of responsible and
professional service that has been provided
to the families of this area.
*Their commitment to remain home
Owned and operated. During the past few
months two funeral homes in Calloway
County have been sold to an investment
group of British Columbia (Canada), Blalock-Coleman is committed to provide Calloway County with a locally owned and
operated funeral home and cemetery.
*The families that have chosen Murray
Memorial Gardens as their cemetery will
have the peace of mind and confidence that
their cemetery will be in good hands.
Keith York, Charles Bell, James Coleman and Kelvin York

As of July 1, 1993, Murray
Memorial Gardens will be under the
ownership and management of BlalockColeman Funeral Home with great
anticipation of providing this community
with the highest level of service that
is humanly possible.
Thank You,

Featuring the area's only
indoor chapel overlooking our
beautiful gardens.

Kelvin York,. Keith York,
James Coleman and
Charles Bell
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